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AB S TR.A,CT

Research into Èhe area of 1ong term care and. the needs of the
staff in such facil-ities gave rise to the problem for examination
in this study (i.e. wbae ie tbe impact, of a death educabíon eourae

on nureÍng and non-nurcíng staff in a health care setting?)
À literature search indicated a quantity of readings in the

area of Adult Education re developnent, implernentation and

evaluation of courses. rn addition, there was a considerable number

of readings in the Nursing Journals about the impact of death
education. !{haÈ seemed to be missing however, were references which
examined both in a J.ong term care setting. The other missing link
deart with how death education courses/ programs etc, wour.d impacÈ

on a mix of staff (i.e. both nursing and non-nursing staff). It
appeared then, that the question of interest (i.e. wba! l'as the
á.mpact of a deatb education plogrå¡! on nursing and non-nursing
Btaff, in a bealtb carê cett¿ng?) was not included in any of the
fiterature reviewed for this study,

The proposal for the study was that the subjects (i.e. a mix

of the staff) who had participated in a ten session death education
course and which might resuLt in an al.tering of their attitudes
towards lif e gg death (Levilon and Fretz, L9j g; Wal.dman and

Davidsl¡ofer, 1984) be studied, This study is proposed as a

pilot project, The basic design is analytical and fal_ls int.o a

category of being conducted afÈer the completion of a death
education course within the past tr^¡o years. of a possible 1g4 staff
(nursing and non-nursing at Deer Lodge Centre) vrho completed an
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rrinhouserr death educatj.on program a rand.om seLecËion of those stílL
on staff was nade, ln the first step, subjects who had completed

the I'inhouse'r death education course (developed and offered
according to the principles of adult education) , and who had

completed the Pre-test of Templer/ s Death Anxiety Scale \^¡ere

contacted to ask for their participation in this study. Those who

agreed completed a copy of the DAS post-test and a demographic

sheet (age group, sex, department, education grouping) . Course

evaluation forms on f íl-e in the Education Services Departnent were

consulted to identify the aduLt education principles considered by

Èhe respondents to have been Èhe most effective for learning in the
specific death education course,

The respondents indicated that they experienced a beneficia]
effect fron participating in a course which had a mix of nursing
and non-nursing staff, There did not appear to be a noÈiceable

difference in the responses gj.ven relat.ed to age, educationaL

background or departmental affiLiation, The majority of those
participating were female and thÍs accurately refLects the gender

dístribution within the facility, There was a statist.icaL
significance in the dífference of anxiety leve1 as measured on the
pre-post test. Adult education principles which were most

beneficial to learning were identified, This woul_d seem to suggest

that there was an impact from the death education course on the
nursing and non-nursing staff in this health care setting,
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Chapter 1

An Introduct,ion to the Problêm

À, Rationale

During a period of five and haff years of employment in a long

tern care centre in Winnipeg, staff members (nursing and non-

nursing) expressed concerns about their ability to provide

appropriate care for serving and assisting dying patients within

the faciLity as part of their activities and respons ibi 1it ies

Buckingham (1983) found that in long term care, skilled nursíng

facifities and staff are æL necessarily properly prepared to
provide the dimensions of care and sensitivity for the frail aged

and incurably i11 which wouLd meet the needs of older persons. The

staff in the main have been trained to function in a manner which

is consistent wíth the requiremenls of an acute care hospital
structure (Buckingham, L983; Mount, L985) . This was also the

background of the staff in the facifity used in thís study, which

was in fact, an acute care military hospital. from 1918 until 1983,

at which time the transfer to a provincial geriatric centre

occurred.

For the purposes, of thís study, an acute care setting is
defined as a hospital where the focus is on the disease oríented

concerns of the health care team in investigation and diagnosis,

concern with the prolongation of Iife, and cure by neans of

surgery, active medicine and rehabilitation (Mount, 1985), versus

a focus on the diffuse and gJ-obal whole-person needs of

pat ient s /resident s and their famiLies in long term care facilities
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(this includes those who are terminally iII), eÍùcracing the psycho-

social, financial, spiritual and physical_ concerns (Mount, l9g5)

which are needed in a long term care instítution.
The transition from an acute care selting to a provj.nciat

geriatric set.tJ.ng requÍred a downsizíng process of the staff,
because of the reduction in the variety of acute medical- services
offered and the reduced number of avaj.labLe beds The majority of
the staff who remained were those who had been trained and worked

ín acute care facilities. It became increasingly evident (by the
nature and number of requests for assÍstance from the Educat j_on

Services Department) that staff were having difficulty in naking
the transition from the care required and given in the acute care

setting to the long term care approach where Less technology but
more personal care was required than is usual on a busy hospital
ward (Buckingham, 1983; Mount, 198S) .

Research into the needs of the staff in 1ong term care

faciLities and the care required, raised a question for the

investigator of h'hat the inpact of a death education course wouLd

be in al"leviating the anxiety and discomfort sone staff were

experiencing erhen deal.ing with the patÌents/residents and their
fanilies during the final days of iIIness. Buckingham (19g3)

reports that it is only recently (i.e, within the past ten to
fifteen years) that hel-p and training in caring for the critically
or terminally i11 patient has been available to staff in such

faciLities. It is not surprising then, that staff in Ìong term

care facilities are afraid of "getting Èoo invoLved", while others
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are shocked that staff shoul-d spend rrundue time" with dying

patients when they are so needed for patients who can get well
(Buckíngham, 1983) . It has happened that the patient/resident may

have died (often aLone), and have been rushed out of the faciLity
$¡ithout aJ.lowíng the s!aff and other patients/residents to grÍeve

and rnourn the loss of a I'friend". Because the l-ong term care

facility has not prepared its staff for the impact of death in this
environmentrthe instituti onaLi zed efderfy and their families often

do not experience compassionate and dignified support for the

enhancement of the quality of their life 4ç! death.

Wilden (1988) reports that the care of the elderly Ín Western

society has been depicted as discriminatory, rejecting and

negative. As a result, the staff working with the elderly in long

tern care facilities, tend to provide care whích is custodial and

dependency fostering, rather than therapeutic (Armstrong-Esther,

SandíLands and Brown, L985; Baum, t9'?'?; VJ.adeck, 1980) . Since

persons over the age of 65 account for approximately 708 of all
deaths (Forbes, .lackson, Kraus, !9871 | the place of death becomes

a factor in the care provided. À recent study of personal care

ho¡nes in the United States indicates that bet!,reen 20-22% of all
deaths (over the age of 65) occur in nursing homes or personal- care

ho¡ne settings (Thoreen, 1983; Rosenberg and Short, 1983) , Similar

studies are not available in Canada, but by referring to the

Canadian mortality statistics, thexe are 1-31-r LL5 deaths per year of

persons aged 65 and over in 2,543 Canadian nursing homes i.e.
approximately 51.56 deaths per home per year or one death per week
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(Forbes, Jackson and Kraus, 1987; Palliative Care Survey, L983) .

These figures do not include the statistics from deaths occurring

after a transfer to a hospj-tal for the terminal stages of life.
There appears to be a need to address the issues related to care of
the dying in Canadat s nursing homes (Skafte, 1988) . It has been

estimated that 1/5 to I/4 of elderly people can expect to spend

some tine in a long term care facility since the focus of the

health care system tends to be on provlding institutional care

versus community care (ChappeLL, Strain, BJ.anford, 1986) . In view

of these facts, it would seen relevant to examine Èhe care provided

to the elderly populatÍon in such care settings (Wifden, 1988) . The

role that death education couLd play in assisting the l-ong term

care staff Èo make the transition from their acute care training to
the kind of care required, became the focus of a possibLe study.

Death education (BenoLiel, 1982; Bugen, 1980; Degner et aL, 1980,.)

relates not nerely to the moment of death itself, but that ít
encompasses the pattern of onets life, feeJ-ings about se1f,,. the

world and how we reLate wit,h others. By being abfe to explore

personal attitudes towards death as a natural part of the l-ife
cyc]e, sÍtuations of coping with death become Less traumatÍc for
the caregiver (BenoLiel-, !982; Bugen, 1980) ,

As an adult educator, this was of interest, particularl-y after
having received requests from nursing and non-nursing staff members

to assist them with ways of coplng wíth the demands of working

within a long term care facility so that they \^¡ere giving nore

appropriate care to the pàtients/residents r.¡ithin the facility,
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This study was proposed as a means of providing the author with a

framework for synthesizing the experiences resulting from the

teaching of a particular death education courser as well as

pronoting interest for further research in this fieId.
There are numerous accounts in the l-iterature of how death

education affects nurses in their care of patients (Denton and

Wisenbaker, L9'77¡ Yarber, Gobef and Rublee, 1981; Laube, 1977;

Mccork1e, 19821 t as wefl as some references to the effects of death

education on medical school students (Dickinson, 1985,' Goodell,

Donohue and BenoJ.iel, !982), and on interdi scipl inary students

(Swain and cowfes, 1982'l . Existing studies dealing with death

education have been done primarily with staff i^Iho are traj.ned for

acute care settings, specíficalLy the nursing and medicaf staff'
(Popoff, 7974; Denton and Wisenbaker, L97'7; Yarber, Gobel and

Rublee/ 1981-; Laube, 1977; Swain and Cowles, 1982,' Mccorkle, L9821 ,

for students in educational institutions (Rubl-ee and Yarber, 1983;

Shneidman, 1970; genolie!, L982; Lanham, Speer and Fritz, 1980), or

for nursing staff in nursing homes (Mullins and Merriam, l-983) .

Literature which integrated adult educali.on, death education and

the needs of nursing and non-nursing staff in long term care

facilíties, were not be found in the fiterature reviewed at the

time of this study,

Tbe puq)ogê of Èbis stsudy, Èhêref,orê, wae to asaeas tbê inpact

of deatb educaÈion ingtructÍon on bealtb care employêês (i.e. the

nursing and non-nursing ataff) in a long te::ri care facility,
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B. Signíficance of, the study

The literature search indicated a quantity of readings in the
area of aduLt education as it refated to the deveLopnent, the
implementation and the evaLuation of courses and programs

(Brookfield, 1986; Darkenv¡aLd, 1982,. Knowles/ L980; Rogers, 1996;).
In addition there r^¡ere numerous readings in nursing journals about

the inpact of death education on nursing staff, What seemed to be

nissing however, e¡ere any references to an examinatÍon of the ways

in which adul-t education, death education and Iong term care needs

could be integrated and studied. An additional nissing link was any

reference to the ímpact of death education programs on a mix of
staff (i,e. nursing and non-nursing) , The question being proposed

for investigation (i.e, What is the impact of a death education
program on nursing and

non-nursing staff in a long term care facility?) $¡as not dealt with
in the l-iterature surveyed for this study.

The research on education jn health care, addresses such

issues as being able to:
a) Alter t,he anxÍety levels in the caregivers so that the

needs of the patient / re s ident could be more appropriately meË

(Vargo and Batsel, L984; Denton and Wisenbaker, j-9??i laube, !97j;
Wal-dman and Davidshofer, 1984i Templer, 1-9j! l,

b) Assess the impact of death education on a staff person, s

locus of control, because research shows that persons with the
greatest internal control have qualities r+hich are desíreabLe for
workíng with the terminally il_l (yarber, Gobet and Rublee, 19g1.),
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c) Determine whether avoidance of the patient is íncreased or

decreased and how the fear of death is altered (Mount, 1983,

Collett and L.,ester, 1969t Leviton and Ere:Lz¡ 1979; Lanham, Speer

and Fritz, 1980; Robinson and Woodf 1983),

4) Measure the effect of death education on the attitudes of
the caregivers and how that wouLd affect the care given to the l-ong

term care patient/resident (Nagi and Lazerine, L982; Kal-ish, 1963) .

In practice, the resuLts of those receiving death education

indicate that t,here is an accompanying reduction in contact

avoidance with patients who are dying or who are recipients of Long

term care (Lanhan, Speer, Fritz, 1980; Mullins and Merriarn, 19B3,.

Denton and Wisenbaker, 1917), The care and degree of confort given

to the patients improves when the staff are more comfortable with

their own feej-ings about death and consequentLy are better abLe to
assist the patients / res ident s / famil ies to cope with the real-ity of

the impending death of their family mernlcers

(Lanham, Speer, Fritz, 19B0; Leviton and Fretz, 1978,. Kalish, 1963;

Laube, 19??; McCorkle, 1-982,' Robinson and Wood/ 1983) . Based on the

l-ack of avaiLable research deal-ing with the effects of death

education programs for nursing gli non-nursing staff in Canada, the

purpose of this study was to assess the impact of death educat,ion

instruction on health care empfoyees in Long term care.

There is a considerable bank of líterature in the area of

adult education and the teaching of aduJ.ts (Brookfield, 1985, 1.986,

!98'7 | 1988; Brundage and Mackerachêr, 1980; Cross, L972, !976,

!979, I98L; Davies, 1981; Dickinson, 1973,. Ðraper and Barer-Stein,
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1980,'Draves, 1984; Kidd, 19?3; Kno\^¡les, 1"973t 1,9"15t 1980, 1984,

1986, L987; Knox, 1,917 ì Mezirow, 1983; Tough, '1,967 | 1979; U]mer,

1980) . Thís literature wilL be referred to in an examination of

the principles necessary to facilitate J-earning ín a death

education course.

In the literature reviewed for thís study, there was none

which Iinked the value of the integration of adult education

principles r,¡ith the assessment of the impact of death education

programs. Adult educaÈors (Andrews, 1981,' Apps, 1973r' Brookfield,

1985i Cross, I972t I9"l 6, 1,979, 1981; Dickinson, 1973; Fie1ding,

1986; Fox, 1987, codbey, I978; Grabowski, 1981; and Tough, 1967,

1979) do suggest however, that uni-ess the educational experiences

provide a means for a linking of the adultt s background with what

is being presented Ín the course, there will- be l-ess Ìikelihood of

the participant being prepared to transfer the learnings outside of

the classroom.

A search of the literature with reference to the varieties and

formats of education or training activlties offered to nursing

home/personal care home staff has yielded 1ittle, other than some

informatÍon about educat ion/training conducted with the nursing

staff (Degner and Gow,'1988; Denton and Wisenbaker, !9'7'7 ì Yarber,

cobel- and RubLee, 1981; Laube, !977; and Mccorkle, !982]. ,

The impact of death education as it has been presented in a

variety of formats (i.e. university courses for credit, symposiums,

workshops, seminars) has been expfored in the Literature by waÌdnan

and Davidshofer, !984; Bertnan, l-9?9; Degner and Gow, 1988; Leviton
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and Fretz, 1979; Kalish, 3"963; and Cook, Oltjenbruns, Lagoni, L984.

There appears to be a scarcíty, however, of Iiterature
dealing with the inpact of death education instruction r^¡hich has

been based on aduLt education principles and conducted within a

long term care setting, This lack of research includes references

to personnel from: the Dietetics, Heal-th Inforrnation Services,

Housekeeping, Laboratory Servíces, Nursing, Radiology, Recreation,

Respiratory, Physiotherapy, Social- Services, and Volunteer

disciplines workíng in a long term care facility (Bertman, L979) ,

Deer Lodge Centxe has been selected as a site to assess the

inpact of a specific program (namefy the Patient Relations and Com-

munications Course) on a mix of disciplÍnes (e.9, Dietetics, Health

Information Services, Housekeeping, Iaboratory, Nursing,

PhysioÈherapy, Radiology, Recreation, Respiratory, Social Services,

and volunteer Services) . For a brief history of this facil-íty
consult Appendix B. If staff from this cross-section of caregivers

were to receive a death education program, ít is likeJ.y that there

wouLd be changes, in that, the resul-ting care given by the trained

staff woul-d be expected to be more appropriate and compassionate

for both the residents and the families concerned (Lanhan, Speer,

Frilz, 1980; and KaIish, 1963, 1985) ,

This study makes a contribution to the health care field and

nay assist practitioners in providing death education programs

(to both nurs j.ng and non-nursing staff) as one means of addressing

staff díscomfort in dealing with the chronícaLLy/terminal ly i11
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patients/residents in a l-ong term care setting (Buckingham, L983,.

Degner and Gow, 1988,' Shedletsky and Fisher, 1986) .

C. StatemenL of the Problem

ButterfieLd-P icard and Magno (1-982) report that almost, 708 of

hospice /pa11iat ive care patÍents in the United States are over 65

years of age, For the purposes of this study, hospice /pall iat ive

care wÍl-L be defined as the care gíven by those who work directly
or indirectly wÍth dying persons and their families (Wass, f978) ,

Reports of 51.56 deaths per nursing home each year (Palliative Care

Foundatj.on, 1983) suggest the need for an examination of the issues

related to the care of the dying residents in Canadian long term

care settings. As the number of the elderly increases ín the

genera]- population g4g! in care settings, implications for the
provision of hospice/paIlj. at ive care arise. Yokie (1981), the

previous Executive Vice-president of the American Cotlege of

Nursing Home Administrators, believes that there are @q many

formal programs which specifically address the needs of caring for
the dying nursing home residents in the Unj.ted States, Yokie (1-981)

suggests that the administrator (i.e. the person responsible for
the operation of the facility) in nost cases is in a position to
identify the needs of the dying resident, and to recognize the ways

in which the staff is already oriented towards these patients. He

goes on to propose therefore, that the admínistrators can develop

strategies to provide the hospice /pal l iat ive care for the patients

íf required. This operating premise is Iikely to depend on how
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cfosely the administrator $¡orks with those who provide care to the

residents in a fací1ity. Where the administrator is closely aligned

with the needs of the residents and the staff, Yokíe, s premise may

hoi-d true. If this close alignment does not exist, the ad-

ministrator may not be in the best posítÍon to identify strategies

which meet the needs of the residents and staff.
In L983, the Canadian Pa]Liative Care Foundation conducted a

survey which demonstrated thaË 32 3 of all hospice /pal L iat ive care

programs eæ offered in chronic and extended care ínstitutions.
These programs are founded on the belief that dying residents and

their families need the comfoxt, support/ and relÍef that hospice-

type care provides. Because the principles of hospice /palt iat ive

care are cornmon to designated hospice beds and nursing homes, the

el-ements of care are also corunon i.e. the

avaiLability of a mult idi scipJ-inary team, counselJ.ing for the

!esÍdents, the need for the involvement of close friends and family

members, the needs for bereavement, spiritual and religious
support. In reality, however, indivídua1 nursing homes vary

considerabl-y in the qualÍty of care and expertise they are able to
bring to the bedside of a dying resident (Skafte, l-988) .

Thoreen (1981) reports that a survey of staff working in
nursing homes, indicaÈed that 60å of the deaths within their
facilities are preceded by a period of known terminaL il-l-ness and

that in 75* of the cases, the staff have dj-fficulty in offering
care to the dying residents in the areas of: 1) providing
supportive caret 2) relieving the discomfort of the caregivers and,,
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3) communicating adequately with residents/famiLies, They also ex-
pressed a belief that nore than four hours of educat ion/training
per year on terminal- care is needed in:
1) providing confort care, 2l communicating wíth residents and

familíes about death, 3) helpíng with gríef and bereavement, and 4)

relieving the symptons of death and dying,

ApproxinateLy 462 of the staff indicated that they were

already providing some aspects of hospice care, r.¡hile 45t stated
that most hospice principles coui.d be implenented in long term care

facil-ities and, in fact, needed to be offered (Thoreen/ j.991) ,

In !984, Gotay _surveyed nursing home administrators and

nursing directors j-n 83 of Albertat s extended care facilities.
Most facilities did not have e¡y specific policies about the care

of dying residents, whiLe a number reported being in the process of
developing palJ.iative care policies and hospice programs.

Buckingham (1-983) proposes that if the view t.hat death is more

confortable in one,s own bed, in oners own home/ attended by

familiar staff, then the obligation of t,he long term care facility
to perform these finaL servíces must be identified and the facility
and staff enabled Èo offer them, This is what is referred to as

terminal care in this study since ít is re dÍstÍnct from acute

care, in that it is rrmore individuat i zedt', requiring I'one-to-onerl

care by providing increased attention to both physical and psycho-

social needs. Each facility surveyed by cotay (1984) expressed the
belief that hospice/pal liat ive care gISi enhance the care given to
terminai-1y i11 patients in extended care institutions. The term
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rrhospj-ce care'r is drawn from the St, Christopherrs Hospice in
London, Engfand, a pioneer and model service for the care of the

dying. This term is used in the United States as a descrj.ption of

the philosophy, styLe and technique of caring for the terminal-1y

i]]. In Canadaf the term "palliative care[ is used instead, drawn

from the palliative care unit of the Royal Victoria Hospita]. in
Montreal¡ a hospital- inpalient unit, one of the first hospice

services in Canada (Buckingham, 1983; Mount, 1985) .

Van Bonmel- (1986) promotes the use of either hospíce or

palliative care since he suggests that thís approach j-s as much a

philosophy as Ít is a progran or institution. He goes on to define

hospice/palliative care as the active cornpassionate care of the

terninally iI1 aimed at inproving the quality of the patient/s
remaining life i,e, physically, emotionally and spiritually. This

care is given at a tíme when the disease is no l-onger responsj-ve to
the traditionaL treatment which is aimed at cure or prolongation of

life. A mult idi scipl inary approach is appropriate and includes the

patient/famiJ-y and corununity within its scope (Van BonìrneL, 1986) .

In this study, Èherefore, hospice

(which is the term utilized more wídely in the United States and

England) will be used, al-though in recent years it j-s becomj-ng more

commonly used in Canada,

The results of three surveys (Gotay, 1,984¡ Owen, 1981;

Thoreen/ 1981) inply that the staff neÍìbers of nursing homes, the

residents, and their families benefit from increased attention to
the needs of the dying as wel-l as to the needs of the residents/
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famiLies. Therefore¿ in this study, a death education program

which is inclusive of adult educatÍon principles, wiLL be used as

one means of providing that increased attentíon.
As the " baby boorner " generation matures and becomes the

primary segment of the aging population, the number requiring care

in an ínstitutionaL setting wil-I increase, given the present system

of health care in Manltoba and Canada. The demands on the staff
providing care will increase, and if current staff are i11 prepared

to cope with the needs of the dying residents (Owen, j.981), the

staff in the future wiLL certainly require more training to improve

Èhe qualiÈy of care given (Skafte, 1988) .

Staff can receive training in a variety of program: i.e.
nursing programs for Èhe nurses (Denton and Wisenbaker, t97'7;

Yarber, Gobe1 and RubJ-ee, L981,. Swain and Cowles, L982; McCorkle,

19821 , university programs for a mix of professionaf disciplines (

Cook, Oltjenbruns and Lagoni, 1985,' Shneidman, l-9'7L; Benoliel,
1982,' Leviton and Fretz, 1979; Robinson and Wood/ 1.983), medical

schooLs for physlcians (Dickinson, 1986; coodel1, Donohue and

Benoliel, L982) t workshop participation for specific groups

(Lanham, Speer, Fritz, 1980; Laube, 19?7; Kalish, 1963), attendance

at synposiums on the topic of death and dying

(Waldman and Davidshofer, 1984) or by receiving training specÍfic
to the needs of staff in nursing hone settings (Mutlins and

Merriam, 1983,' Bertman, 1979) .

In sunmary, t.he probLem encountered in reviewing the

literature for this study was that there was a l-ack of research
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dealing with the effects of death education programs for nursing

and non-nursing staff in long term care in Canada, This suggests

therefore, that the question addressed in this study, i.e. "What is
the ímpact of death educatíon on nursing and non-nursíng staff, ín

a long te¡m care seÈÈing?t', woul-d assist in addressing

this l-ack of research.

Tb€ purpose of t,hís stsudy, theref,ore, was Lo asaess the impact

of death êducation ínsLrucLion on hea:.th care employees in long

terîn care ,

D. L,initations

The l-imitations of this study j.ncLude the following:

1) The amount of time avail-abLe for instruction of the course,

This was set by the instítution, and may have an inpact on the

application to the general field of death education ín long term

care,

2) The number of staff available for participation in each

course, This was due to the voluntary nature of enrollment and may

be a factor in the resuLts obtained from the measuremen!

instrunents, selecÈed,

3) The number of times the course was offered. This was

determined by the institution where the research was conducted and

may have been a limiting factor on the number of staff wantÍng to

attend .

4) The use of one research instrument. as a pre/post-test, One

tool e¡as sefected by the insÈitution (where the research ¡¡as
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conducted) at the time the death education course $¡as being

offered.

5) The lack of use of a research tool- to measure the

importance of the adult education principles in the course.

6) The lack of correlation between Templ-er's Death Anxiety

Scale (pre/post-test) and others, This may lirnj-t the

generalizatíon of the results to the broader field of long tern
care .

E. Delinítagions

This study deals with:

1) The selection of one institution from which

subjects were obtained

2') The choice of a specific death education

program and

3) The choice of addressíng only those adult

education variabLes identified by

participating staff on their course

evaluations.

It is hoped however, that this study will open the door to
others ín the field of death education and adult education within
long term care facilities in Canada. The questions addressed in
this study are Limited to the field of long term care in that there

is a descrÍption of the effects (positive or negative) on the staff
in .æ. institution; with voluntary staff participation throughout

the ten weekJ.y sessions,
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Chapter If
Overview of Related lJitêrature and Researcb

In this review of the l-íterature there are three maín emphases

:a) death education, b) adult education, and c) care of the aging

pat ient / res ídent in a long term care setting.
This review will not include Literature in aging and death

education as it applies to the home or community settings (other

than the applications of hospice /palliative care) .The l-iterature
which will be addressed is that whích concerns the care given

within institutionaL settings, Í.e, hospital-s, extended care

facilities, nursing hones, personal care facilities, universities,
Èraining sessions, symposiums, and workshops.

À. Related literature on deatb and deatb educatíon

Literature which examines the subject of death and death

education programs is Limited in that reports are segmented by

díscípIine and may not be generally applÍcab1e across long term

care instítutions. In this study, death education may be defined as

educat ion/training which focuses on the ways and means of offeríng

hunane, dignified terminaÌ care to the dying .The methods used to

provide death education for staff in acute care settings are not

readily transferable to long term care settings (Kane, !982;

Buckinghan, 1983; Mount, 1985, Parry, 1989) , The focus of the

Literature on acute care training/educat Íon concerns the nursing

staff gE the medÍca1 staff on ways of improving their care of the
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patient (Dickinson, 1986,' GoodeL.I, Donohue, Benol-ieÌ, 1982; Denton

and Wisenbakert 1,971; Yarber, cobef and Rubfee, l98L; Laube, 1977;

Swain and Cowles, 1982; McCorkle, 1982; Degner and Gow, 1988) , In

long term care the health problems of the residents tend to be of

a chronic nature since the patients often become lifetine residents

within an institutÍon (Wil-den, i.988) . This is supported by Brook

and Wil-líams (1975) who propose that the quality of care in chronic

il"fness is the sun of the technicaL care provided, the art of the

care providedf and the interaction between the tr^¡o,

When reviewing the content of death education programs

Èherefore, opinions differ, depending on the staff who are to
receive the training (Degner and Gow, 1988; Denton and Wisenbaker,

1977,' Yarber, Gobel and Rublee, 198L; Shneidman, 1971; Beno1ieL,

1982,' Dickinson, 1986) the setting where the skifls and learnings

are to be applied, (MulJ-ins and Merriam, 1983; Bertman, L9'79ì

Lanhan, Speer,Fritzt 1980; Laube, 7977; KaLish, 1963) and the

methodologies used to present the education progran (Waldman and

Davidshofer, !984; Cook, Oftjebruns and Lagoni, 1985; Leviton and

Fretz, L979; Robinson and Wood, L983,' Broadfiefd, 1983; Buckingham,

1983, Mount/ 1985) .

Abramovice (1988) contends that death education for staff in

long term care needs to take a different formf one that emphasizes

the psychosocial needs of the patient and the family by bringing

into the training rniLieu the family, the nanagement, the staff and

the resident. He suggests that if these sensitizing forums are

conducted with skilled facilitation, the problems of staff
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attitudes and Low staff self-esteem can be addressed first,' so that
once the attitudinaL changes have taken place, the needed

technology can be taught and witt subsequently be l_earned and

applied better, and retained longer. A.bramovice (1988) expounds on

the theory that once the long term care staff have an enhanced

sense of sel-f-value or seLf-esteem, they are better abte to
encourage the resident, s self-est.eem. He sees this approach as

bejng cl-oseLy rel-ated to a need for a personal approach to death

education in J-ong lern care. His main concern centres around the

fact that virtually alI of the people involved in implementing the
psychosocial model in a long term care settingf have been traíned
in an acute care facility where the primary service focuses on the
use of medical technol-ogy and a low emphasis on the psychosocial

needs (e. g. nurses, aides, orderlies, diet.icians, phar-

maci sts, occupat. ional- therapists and phys iotherapi st s, physicians,

respiratory , social workers, laboratory and radiology technologists
and health record technicians are being trained in acute care

hospital-s or in acute care hospital methodologies) . In .Abramovice/ s

experience, unless and untiL the attitude and self-esteen of the
caregiver is addressed and a commitment made by the administrator
and staff to improve . the quaJ-ity of care in a long term care

setting, the resident will p! experience the psychosociaj- model

whÍch develops a trul-y positive environment r^¡here growth and

independence are possible and where self-esteem and dignity are

maintained. Kane and Kane (1987) state that ]ong term care is not

about placements, cases, and target groups, but about peopLe, their
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famifies, their communíties and their 1ives. This would suggest

then, that .Iong term care staff could benefit from educat i on/t rain-
ing which addresses the gap between the acute care training and

that required for long term care.

Research reviewed for this study. however, on the effective
application of death education in nursing homes/persona.I care homes

has been extremely limited and research on death education based on

adult education principles seened to be nonexístent. The avaifable

studies have primarily centered around the role of the nurse in
providing care to the long tern care resident, with an absence of

emphasis on the role that other members of the caregiving staff
play in promoting or preventing increased anxiety in the resident

r+ho is experiencing chronic or terminal ili.ness (Heídemann, 1986;

Muffins and Merriam, 1983,' Bertnan, 1979, Broadfield, 1983; Parry,

1989) .

Thexe is a considerable anount of Literature availabl-e on the

topíc of hospice or palliative care for the dying person in both

conmunity and institutional- settings (Shedletsky and fisher, 1986;

Holden, I9'l 6; Degnerr- Chekryn, Gow, Koop, Mi1Is, Reid, 1982¡

0'Connor, Burge, KÍng and Fisher, 1986,' Roy, 1986, 1989; Heidemann,

L986; Bertman, Greene and Wyatt, 1982; Kristjanson, !989; and

MunLey, Powers, Williamson, 1982\.

This literature does pE hov¡ever deal with the topic of death

education specificalJ.y developed on the basis of the principles of

adul-t education and which is subsequently offered to a cross-

section of staff working in a Long term care institution. This Iack
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of research incLudes any reference to the personnel fron the

departments of Dietetics, Health Information Services,

Housekeeping, Laboratory Servi.ces, Nursing,
Phys iotherapy r Radiology, Recreation, Respiratory, SociaI Services,

and Vol"unteer disciplines working in long term care facil-ities
(Bertman, 1,979') . If staff from such a cross-section of caregivers

were to receive death education it is possible that there r^¡oul-d be

changes in the staff anxiety leveLs (Denton and Wisenbaker, I97'7;

Laube, 1977; !,laldman and Davidshofer, 1984, Temp1er, L91Ll . Changes

in their patient avoidance behavior and in their attitudes about

caring for the elderÌy may be experienced as anxiety levefs

decrease (Buckingham, 1983), Denton and Wisenbaker( 19?7) argue

t.hat gÐ¿ form of anxiéty reduces the ability of an indivÍduaL to
perforn tasks in a settÍng where anxiety is aroused. It coul-d be

expected therefore, that the care given by staff trained in the

area of death education would be more comforÈing for the residents

g! the famiLies concerned

(Lanham, Speer, Frit,z, 1980,' Kalish, 1963,'and Laube, 79'171 , There

are sorne existing studies dealing with death education prograns

which have been conducted with staff trained for acute care

settings, specifically the nursing and medical staff
(Degner and Gow, 1988; Popoff, I974; Denton and V'lisenbaker, 1977;

Yarber, Gobel and Rublee, 19Bl-; Laube, L9'77; Swain and Cowles,

1982; and Mccorkle, !9821 , with students enrolled in educationaL

instítutions (Rublee and Yarber, 1983; Shneidman, 1970,' Benofiel,

1982i Degner and cow, 1988,' and Lanham, Speer and Fritz, 1980) and
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with some nursing staff employed in nursing hones (MulLins and

Merriam, 1983) ,

Degner and Gor^r (1988) conducted a criticaL evaLuatj.on of

fifteen studies of death educatj.on in nursing and reported that
although most of the studies denonstrated that death education

reduces the level of death anxiety or improves death attitudes in
nurses, others found no such effect or had nondefínitive resul-ts.

They report that nurses need to receive education on the nursing

modeLs of comfort -oriented care, and that in their review of the

fifteen studies of death education, three approaches to teaching

this content have been:

1, integrating specific learning experiences on death and

dying into a pre-exisÈing curriculum

2. Offering an eLective course e.g. where the teaching -
learning strategies used in the integrated program have been

Supplemented by the addition of roJ.e playing and the use of

sensitivity exercises,

3, Altering the curriculum to include a required course. e.g.

v¡here the emphasis was on the use of supe{vised assignments $¡ith

dying pat.ients and their farnilies.

Nurse educators in hospital or baccalaureate programs have

adopted either of the first two approaches, whiLe continuing

education and graduate programs use the second al-ternative. Most

frequently, basic nursing programs have integrated this education

into the general- curricul-um at various levels of the nursing
program, The content includes lectures, seminars, on the topics of
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conmunicatíons skiLlsf grief and mourningf personal feelings about

death and dying, readj.ngs, videotapes and audiovísual material-s on

the care of the dyíng, exposure to the care of the dying/families

in clinicaL practice, conferences to analyze these situations, and

faculty counselllng of students as required. An ímportant factor in
the teaching of a death education course ís the degree of comfort

experienced by the faculty responsibLe for the course.

Buckíngharn (1983) firmly states that living patients identify
with the dying because they know that the care given to the dying

patient wiLL be the same for them, This means, he contínues, that
the way in which the dying patíents and their menorÍes are treated,

become an indicator of the quality of tife renaining to the

paÈients themsel-ves and unless ongoing inservice, training and

education are provided for the long term care staff, the ability to

conmunicate feelings, ideas and needs with the patients/residents

cannot be developed and offered,

Lanham, Speer and Fritz (1980),' Mull-ins and Merriam (1983);

and Denton and Wisenbaker {1977') further report that in their
experience, the resui.ts of dealh education programs /courses

Índicate that there is an accompanying reduction in contact

avoidance with patients who are dying or who are the recipíents of

l-ong term care, when care is given by the staff who have been

trained in the area of death education, The frequency and quality

of communication of feelings, ideas and needs given to these

patients rise (Broadfield, 1988; Buckingham, 1983; Henteleff,

1987;Mount, 1986) when the staff are more comfortabfe with their
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or^¡n feelings about death and subsequentl-y are better able to assist

the famj.lies in coping with the reality of their family member's

impending death (Lanham, Speer, EriLz, 1980; Leviton and Fretz,

1978; Kalish, L963; Laube, L977; McCorkle, L982; and Robinson and

Wood, 1983) .

B, RelaÈed literature on Adult Education

Adult educators (Andrews, Houston and Bryant, 1981,.

Brookfield, 1986; Brundage and Mackeracher, L980; Godbey, L978;

KnowJ-es, 1986,' and Merriam and Simpsont L984) support the view that
the area of adult educaÈion is far reaching and can encompass a

mul-titude of learning environments and methodologies. If codbey's

definition of adult education, as being "a11 forms of learning

opportunities provided for aduLts", is used in this study, the

conducting of a death education course within a specific heafth

care setting certainly falls within the parameters of an adult

education opportunity. Fox (1987) suggests that the necessity for
the impLementation of aduLt education principles is warranted

because these principJ-es are beneficial in guiding the education of

the staff in providing care to the adult paÈ ient / residents in a

long tern care faciL ity .

Brookfield (1986) proposes that there are six centraf
princíp]es which create a conducíve fearning environment and aIIow

for effective practice and facilitation of Learning:

1) Participation in learning is voluntary,i.e. adults engage in
J-earning as a resuLt of their own voLition, 2) Effective practÌce
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is characterized by a respect among participants for each other, s

self -r^¡orth, 3) Facilitatíon is cottaborative. . , ,leadership and

facil-itatj.on roles will be assumed by different group members,

4) Learners and faciLitators are involved in a continuaf process of
activity, refLection upon activity, collaborative analysis of
activity, new activityf further reflection and coLtaborative

analysis, ¡ ! ¡ !,, 5) Facilitation aims to foster in adults a spirít
of critical refJ-ection, and 6) The nurturing of self-directed
empowered adul-ts. These six principJ.es of facil_itation have

numerous implications for practice and are observed in many

different settings, e.g. adult education, continuing educatíon,

networks, self-directed learning, community action, university
courses, seminars, workshops, professional- development sessions and

training courses, These principles formed the basis of the
philosophy behind the research, development, impl-ementation and

êvaLuation of the specific death education course referred to in
this study,

If the adult learning opportunities are structured in their
devel-opment process so that the following are observed, the

educator can be assured that opportunities for the learner to
experience seLf-directed Learning have been provided.



Each adu]t:

1) Progressively decreases their dependence on

the educator

2') Understands and learns to use resources

(materiaÌ and human) as a way of sharing theÌr
experiences v¡jth others (i . e, with other
learners and with the educator)

3 ) Def ines their or^¡n learning needs e . g ,

physical, emotional, psychological, cu1tural,
religious

4l DeveLops responsíbility for seËting the

learning objectives, plans their prograns/

and eval-uates their progress

5) Organizes the Learning to make linkages with
their own experiences and needs

6) Improves their decision naking, and

consequently_ increases their tolerance for
alternative ways of understandíng

7) DeveLops criteria to judge what is
rel-evant / irre levant to their learning

8) Develops skills of problem posing/ solving as

it relates to their olrn personaL problems or
public i s sues

9) Provides a supportive feedback J.earníng

clinate, avoiding competitive judgement
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10) Participates in experiential j.nstructional

methods .

Rogers (1986) reports that there was a remarkable degree of
agreement. by I47 members of the American Commission of Professors

of AduLt Education that these practices are positive indicators

that adult education principles are being practiced. criffin (1983)

and Langenbach (1988) have written about curricuLum in adul-t

education. However, because met.hods and content are íntegral to
curriculum, it is possibfe to refer to r,¡hat is known about

curricul-um in school-s, as another source of reference \^¡hen

developing courses based on aduLt education prínciptes. If we

accept Rogers premise that curricuLum is "al.L the pl-anned experien-

ces whicb the fearner may be exposed to in order to achieve the

J-earning goaIs" then an aduft education curricul-um shoul-d contain

the five elements of addressing the:

1) philosophical framework - i.e. the attitudes
and assumptÍons of the educator and which

subsequently underlie the teaching

2) context

a)setting - roomrfurniture,lightingrheating,
noise Level-s, formal / informal, Location,

social environment

b)climate- i.e. the atnosphere bet$reen the

educator and the learners, anongst the

.Iearners thenseLves, or the stability of the

t imet abL e
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3) content - i.e. the material to be covered in
the course, 'the sequence of the content and

the conditions attached to the J-earníng

4l events - i,e. the planned activities and how

the .Learner will participate, the sequencing

of these activities, pJ.ans for the handljng of
unplanned activities, and preparation for ways

in which the educator can redirect
distractions back to the ì.earnerst goaLs

5) evaLuation process - i.e, the ways in which

the educator and the l_earners can use the
. planned evaluation processes to express their

satisfaction/dissatisfaction by completing

feedback activities, critiquing instruments,

assessment forms.

Once the curricuLum consists of these five elements the

sequence of experiences and the underlying philosophy make up the
learning.The role of the educaÈor/ instruct or however, Ís the key in
how the teaching style, methods, the instructor perceptions, and

the content of the teaching/ learning encounter are ljnked,
Rogers (1986) matrix of nethods/content in the adult learning
process couLd be considered as a nodel for adult educators to
follow in the course of the deveLopment and teaching of any course.

, Teacher centered

content oriented <- - | - -> process oriented
Learner centered
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The educator/ s choice of approach in the development and teaching

of a course will be dependent upon their personal attitudes about

the balance needed between content and nethodology (Rogers, L986) ,

The emphasis needs to _be on the sharíng of the l-earning process

bethreen the instructor and the learner for maxímum benefit from the

J.earning activities.
Andre$rs, Houston and Bryant (1981)

charts/exhibits delineating :

have prepared

a) what a skillfu1 moderator should do,

b) what the J-earning process shouLd include, and

c) what the content of learning should cover,

Their report and exhibits are in agreement r^rith the writings of
other adult educators (Brookfield, 1986,' Brundage and Mackeracher,

1980,' Godbey, 7918; Knowles, 1986,. Merriam and Sinpson, 1984) as to
the philosophy, content and sequencing of learning activities which

maxLrnize the learners, opportunities for self-directed learning,
Knowl-es (i.986) recorunended that instead of the educator planning for
and hoping that the learner wilL be sel"f-directed as a result of

the planning process, that a learning contract be set up with the

adult Learners so that they are in agreement from the outset with

the objectives and activities required to fulfilt their identified
needs, Other aduLt educators suggest that there are many nethods

which couLd be empJ.oyed to assist the Learner with the deveLopment

of skilIs for achieving their identified goals (Andrews, Houston

and Bryant, 198L; Brundage and Mackeracher, 1-980; Rogers, 1986)

without specifically using learning contracts. There is agreement
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these adult educators on the need to involve
Iearninq preçcsg. The choice of content,

methodoLogy and evaluation process selected is simpJ_y one of
choosing what is needed to complet.e the experience as designed and

intended.

It would seem therefore, that if an educator was to inctude
the methods and processes recommended by this body of adult
educators, that the learning for participants in any course would

be enhanced. However, as stated in the review of the literature for
this study, there was a lack o1. research integrating adutt
education, death education and the field of long term care for
nursing and non-nursing staff.

civen the work reviewed by Àbramovice (L9BB) and the critical_
review of death education in nursing by Degner and Gow (19gg),

there seems to be support for the integration of aduft education,
death education and the needs of long term care staff, as taken in
thís study. .Abramovice suggests that the formaÈ for a death

education course in a J-ong term care setting should be different
from that experienced by staff working in an acute care hospita].

The staff in the long term care setting would benefit from a focus

on developing and understandíng their own seLf-esteem, before any

issues related to the care they offer in a long term care setting
are consídered. With reference to the Degner and Gow (198g)

research, the content of the death education course(i,e. grief and

mourning; care of the dying,. exposure to the care of the dying and

their fanilies); and some of the methodologies (i.e. leclures,
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seminars, assigned readings, the use of audiovisuat materia.Is, as

wel-l as the incLusion of one to one counselling, ) have been incor-
porated into the course design and implementation. The nethodology

has been expanded to inci.ude a journal type assignment in addition
to the Lectures, seminars, group discussions, application and self
assessment activities, combÍned with the use of audiovisual

materials.

The question in this study (i,e. What ís the inpaet of, deatb

education instruction on nuraing and non-nursing sÈaf,f, in long tem
care?) provided some interesting resuJ.ts.



a)

Chapter IfI
Methodology and Researeh procedures

À. Sourcea of data

In the previous section (i.e. the titerature review) the
sources consulted were i Deer Lodge Centre Library, Deer T,odge

Centre Health Information Services Department/ the Human Resources

Department, the Education Services Department; the University of
Manitoba Dafoe and Woods Libraries,' The Winnipeg public Library, a

research project conducted by Rudolph Moos from the Stanford
University Medical Center, California, and the Manitoba Hospice

Foundation Library.

The najor purpose of, thís study eras to identify the ef,f,ect
(positive or negat,íve) wbicb a specific course (nanely tbe patient'

Relatíons and Connunícations Course) had on tbe nursing and non-

nuraing staff in a long !ô¡ carê facilíÈy,
Buckingham (1983) states that the staff in a long term care

facility need unique kínds of support in that they care for the
dying patÍents and offer help to the farnilies. They must deaL rvith

their own feelings about dying and death and unless they are in
touch $rith their own fee]ings they cannot be open to the feelings
of others, because the depth of feelings they are exposed to opens

within them the same fears, desolation and depression they would

experience in a personaJ- grief and Loss situation.
This study reports the results of the nursing and non-nursing

staff who participated in a ten session course which deaLt with
communication skilLs and topic areas reLated to death and dying,
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The question beÍng examined in the study is: what is tbe ímpact of
tblg course on t,be nureing and noR-Rursing staff, in long tem eare?

(Levj.ton and Fretzf 1978,' Waldman and Davidshofer, L9g4) . Denton

and Wisenbaker (1977) propose that staff working in health care

face the spectre of death more often and more consistently than any

other group of professionals, and that Èhe reaction of such

personnel to deatsh is an extremely important variable ín the care

given to the dying patient, Their premise is that any form of
anxiety experienced by staff reduces their abil-ity to perform well
in their jobs and raises Èwo questions based on such a premise:

J.) How and why do staff react to death (both professj-onalty

and personally) and

2l What programs are avaiLable to assist the sÈaff to
understand and cope more effectively with their feelings and

reactions toward death?

Denton and Wisenbaker, s suggestion that staff exhibiting any

forn of anxiety which thereby reduces their ability to perform weLl

in their job is in contrast to the commonly understood premise

behind any reference to the normal curve, which is a synmetrical

beIl-shaped curve, When a beII shaped curve is used as a basis for
the measurenent of a variabLe (i,e. anxiety) , there is an

assumption that 99,'742 of alL scores will faII between +3 and -3 in
the distribution of scores (Moore, 1983; Borg and Gall, 1971) . If
the bell shaped curve, accounting for 99,742 of the range of
scores, ¡,¡a s the measurement used to assess the anxiety experienced

by staff (as Denton and Wisenbaker suggest), then gLL staff
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exhibiting anxiety would be considered to be unable to do their
jobs weJ-l, If the beI1-shaped curve, however, was used as j.t is
proposed by Moore (1983) and Borg and caII (f971),then only those

staff exhibiting anxiety leveLs exceeding +2 or -2 on the

distribution curve would be considered as being unabÌe to perform

their jobs well, since there is a range of scores on the curve

which are considered to be "normal-rt

(accounting for 68,26*l . In their study, Denton and Wisenbaker

consider ggy anxiety shown by the staff as being a negative factor
in the performance of their work.

V{hen bringing the staff into contact with the topic and

experience of death, Denton and Wísenbaker (1977) identified a

dil-eruna faced by the caregivers. The caregivers must work with the

dying, so adequate education would seem to require being brought

into contact with death and dying experiences. 0n the other hand,

such contact could increase the anxiety, with the consequence being

that there could be a reduction in the effectiveness of the care

given the dying patient.

BroadfieLd (1988), sÈates that the issue of education for the

staff who care for the dying must be addressed twofold: 1)to help

caregivers develop their technical skill-s in the care of dying

patients/ and 2) to include education which wilL enhance the

staff/ s confort in giving a humane approach to dying patients,
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The research surveyed is inconclusive as to \,¡hether the

anxiety level of the staff giving care to the dying is Lowered by

exposure to death and dying education. This study examines the
question of whether there þ a change in the death anxiety 1evel

fron the time the pre test was conducted, a course was offered
dealing with death and dying, to the time the post test was

compLeted,

B. Dgsign

This study is a pilot project. The basíc design is analytical
and was conducted after t,he completion of a course within the past

te¡o years, In the first step, a random selection of 100 subjects

r,¡ho were stil-l on sÈaff and who had compl_eted an Ùinhouser course

on death education (developed and offered according to the
principles of aduLt educatÍon) , and who had compJ-eted the pre-test
of Templer/s Death Anxiety Sca1e (or DAS) were contacted to ask for
their particípation in this study, They were asked to sign a

consent form (see Appendix G) and to return it to the investigator.
The second step involved sending each consenting staff nember a

copy of the DAS post test (Appendix D,i), a demographic sheet (age

grouping, sex, department/ educatíonaI grouping) as in Appendix

D.ii. permission to use the corunents from their completed course

eval-uaÈions (already on their training fiLes within the

institution) was requested in the consent form. This meant that
the data relating to the specific parts of the death education
rrinhouse" course which enhanced Èheir learning was accessible as an
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aid to identifyíng the adult education principtes which were con-

sidered by the respondents to be nost effective in the teaching of

this death education course (Appendíx D,llí) ,

C. Research InsÈrurûents

1, Templer, s Death Anxiety Scale

The Templer (1970) instrurnent consísts of 15 True-Fal.se items

describing personal reactions to death related statements. Tenpler

designed the instrument as a means of assessing the relative
anxíeÈy produced by reading and completing the statements. The

scaLe can be seÌf administered and requires l-ittLe or no specific
skills or provisions for completion beyond an introductory
paragraph to provide a frarne of reference, Directions precede the

actual scale. Templer reports that the test-retest reliability and

consistency were determined and the validity of the scale was es-

tablished by two measures:

a) Presumable high death anxiety in psychiatric patients was

found to be significantly higher than in the controL patients and

b) DAS scores correJ-ated significantly with the Fear of Death

Scale or FODS Scale (another death anxiety questionnaire) , and wiÈh

a sequentiaL word associaÈion task. The chief limitation of this
scaLe (Templer, 1-970) is that norrns have not been established,

although means and standard deviations for a number of subject

categories have been identified. An advantage of this scale is the

fact that it is vrorded simply and devised to aLLow people to rate

the statements quickly. Phi coefficients were computed Èo determine
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relative independence of items and the coefficients of correlation
did not exceed 0.65, therefore the inference is that there is not

excess j-ve interitem redundancy .

In a project where 2500 subjects from l-9 to over 85 years of
age were examined, there was no rel_ationship between age and DAS

scores (TempLer, 19?L) . Females consistently have higher DAS scores

than mal-es. The scale scores range from 0 to L5 with the means of
normal subjects being roughly 4.5 to 7 ,0, and the standard

deviations a Ìittle over 3.0, Therefore this scale offers a simple

means of measuring death anxiety. It is hov¡ever a pilot use for
the scale in a long term care setting for the measurement of death

anxiety in nursing and non-nursing staff (Appendix D.i) ,

The scoring of responses for each of the fifteen True-Fa1se

items for each of the respondents was based on a rrcorrect versus an

rrincoffecÈ" answer key developed by TempLer. r'Correct', in this
sense, means that the person feel-s a high l_evel of anxiety when

answering the question. Templer posits that anxiety is considered

to have been reduced if the number of correct responses decreases

from the pre-test to the post-test, This is the premise which was

used in determining the mean difference on each item for each

person surveyed,

2. Dernograpbic Shêêt

This sheet is designed to provide information on the

background of the staff who consented to participate in the study

for analysÍs purposes only (Appendix D.ii) . It was adapted from a
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demographic sheet developed by Rudolph Moos (1984) . The adaptatjon
was necessary so that onLy those areas directty relating to the
research question in this study were asked.

3, Course Evaluatíon

The comments on this form were used to identify the particular
methodologies which most enhanced the staff/ s learnings from the
death education course; The evaLuation form itself $¡as structured
according to the adult education principl_es of evaLuation and

provided an opportunity for open and close ended responses about

the content/methods which the staff considered to be significant to
their learning. Subjects were advised (at the time of the
conpletion of the evaLuatíon form (during lhe tenth session) that
they were not required to answer all questions if they did not
choose to do so, (Appendix D.ìii) .

D, Subjects

Of a possible L84 i_ong term care staff (nursing and non-

nursing) at Deer Lodge Centre who participated in an Iinhouserr

death education program devefoped according to adul_t educatÍon
principJ-es, a random sei.ection of 100 from those sti11 employed in
the instituÈíon was made. Each person received a letter explaining
the purpose of the study and asked for their participation in the
sludy. Each person who responded positively received a copy of
the DAS Post test and the demographic sheet (Appendices D.i and

D.ii) for conpletion and return to the investigator.
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Deer Lodge Centre was selected as it offered a large number of
potentiaL staff who had compLeted an inhouse death education
program (184 out of 550, or 33.4?) designed according to the
princj-pIes proposed in adult education and conducted by the
investigator. A further brief history of this facility can be

referred to in Appendix B. Since it is currently a provincíaI
heaLth care institution, it does not have a specific ethníc or
religious affiliation. Because both personal and extended care of
a geriatric popuLation of patíents/residents is offered, the staff
providing the care are exposed to multipLe dealhs during their
caregiving. It is important then that the staff receive education
which would aid thern in reducing their anxiely about dealing with
death and dying as one means of improving the quality of care given

to the patients/resídents and their families,
Those not wanting to participate had their decision honored

without any fear of a negative impact on their job security. A

return of 75? of the 100 subjects sampled was required for the
purposes of this study, tf less than 75t had responded from the lO0

sampled, a sanple wouLd have been drawn from Èhe balance of the
names of the remaining staff (who had completed the inhouse death

education course) , or untj.L the ?59 return had been achieved. This

latter procedure v¡as unnecessary because the actual rate of return
from the 100 sampled was 9i-9.

AIl answers remained confidentiaL, After the letters of
consent and the research instruments were returned/ the list of
participants was destroyed by the researcher. Upon compLetion of
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t.he analysis of the data on the pre/post tests and the demographic

sheets (Appendices D,i and D,ii), those sheets were also destroyed

by the researcher, The course evaluation forms were returned to
the individuaf traíning files by the researcher (Appendix D.iii).

During the period of thj.s study, all data relating to the
participants was kept in a i.ocked drawer by the researcher. The

anafysis of the results was considered as part of the data

reJ-ating to participants and was aLso kept in a locked drawer.

E, Àccessing subjectg

Since a1f the staff who had compLeted the death educatíon

course were empfoyed or were volunteers within the j.nstitution, the

administration of the Centre was contacted to ask for written
approval for the study,, The initial contact was verbal, giving a

brief description of the study and its background. A written
proposaL followed and included an explanation of the study, the

criteria for the seLection of subjects, the expected time

requirements for the staff who participated in compLeting the

research forms and the measures v¡hich were to be taken to ensure

anonymity and confidentiality for all staff and their responses,

Any other clarifications required by the administration were

provided. A summarized final reporl was offered to the institution
and to the subjects.

A written response giving permission to conduct the study at
Deer Lodge Centre was received (see Appendix F) .
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F, PaogocoJ. f,oË Eelection of, Eubjêct,s

From class Lists (computer generated by Deer lodge Centre) of
the names of staff members who had completed the patient Rej.atj.ons

and Communications Course. a systematj.c random sampling of names

was made by selecting every fj.fth name on the 1ist until the total
of 100 had been prepared. Each name was assigned a code for iden-
tification purposes and the List of names was Locked away until
pernission had been granted by the administration of Deer Lodge

Centre allowing the study to take place. Upon receiving pernissìon

to conduct the sÈudy, a copy of the consent form (Appendix G) $¡as

sent lo each of the selected subjects, A self addressed envelope

and a red confidential sticker was incLuded to facil-itate the

return of the consent form,

Upon receiving Èhe signed consent form, each subject $ras sent

a copy of the Templer, s Death Anxiely ScaLe post-Test (Appendix

D.i) and the Demographic Sheet (Appendix D.ii) for completion,

along with a self addressed enveJ-ope and a red Confidential sticker
for the return of the instrument.s to the investigator.

The investigator then destroyed the list of subjects (by name

and identifying number) . À,s the results of the pre/post tests were

conpiled, the tests themselves were destroyed by the investigator.
Following the data analysis and the compilation of the demographic

sheets, the original sheets were destroyed by the investigator.
The data analysis consisted of computing a "z ,r score for each

of the fifteen True-FaIse j.tems on the TempLarfs Death Anxiety

ScaIe and a rrt" score to caLculate the overalL change in proportion
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of the anxiety leve1 for the group from the pre to post test on the
Death Anxiety Scal-e, This analysis will provide indicators of"
changerr orrr no change" in anxiety IeveI, gjven the pre-test,
intervention of instructionf post-test measurement methodoLogy.
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ChapLer IV

ånalyses and Discussion of Data

The analyses and discussion of the data are presented based on

the classification of topics versus a numerical- sequence on the

research instruments. The initial section outLines the return rate

for the demographic sheet, followed by the data related to the

course evaLuation and the pre-post test data complete with the

hypotheses and supporting data. The final- section provides the data

analyses and discussion related to the aduLt education questions as

drawn from the course evaluation. The data anêlysis f,or g!! tablês

ís based on 100 nursing and non-nursing staff having been surveyed,

witb 91 rer¡ponding.

A. Return Rate8 for t,he Demographic Shêet

(Appendix D.ii)
TabIes.L-9 present the data rel-ated to the demography of those

surveyed. Each of the tabLes has the corresponding question number

fron the Demographíc sheet indicated,



trable 1.0, Àge groupings

Fr€quêney of, responee I of response

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+

Tot,als

02
05
20
15
t2
0?
16
0?
03
0x
03

-gr-

02.24
05.5t
22.0*
16.58
13.2r
0?.7t
17.6r
07 .1$
03.38
01.18
03.38

91 .08

In Tab1e lf it can be noÈed that the l_argest group of those

attending the classes are between the ages of 25 and 34 (38.59),

with another 20,9* of the staff in the age group from 35-44 years

of age, and 25.3t in the age group from 45-54, The mean age of
those surveyed (n = 91) was calcuLated to be 37.7 years. This ¡nust

be interpreted cautiously since the change in anxiety Ieve1 may

have been the result of the life experiences of those attending
more than by the death education instruction,
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Table 2,0,

DeparÈ$ent

Day ¡Iospítal
DieÈetics Departnent
Eealth Inf,o¡mat,ion
Eousekeeping
f.,eb gervioôE
MåtêrielB Managem€nt
Nursing Department
a) R.N.
b) L. P. N.
c) Nursing Àide
d) Nursing Orderly
e) Ward clerk
Pbysiotberapy
ProstbeÈice
Radiology
Recreation
Re spíraÈory
SociaL gervíceg
volunÈeêra

Departmene, Mean Age, Gender

Mean TF

GEnder
Femafe MåIe

04 00
01 00
03 00
00 02
02 00
00 01

16 00
10 00
L2 00
00 06
03 0x
02 00
01 00
02 00
08 02
01 01.
01 00
09 03

ffi Ft6--

Mean Age

39.3
29.0
37.3
28.5
55.5
55. 0

38. 6
38. 6
30.8
40.3
31.0
41.0
36.0
34.5
35.3
50. 0
34. 0
43.4

Eable 3.0. cênde¡ Distribution
Frequency of response t of response

Femafe
Mal-e
Total-s

75/8t
1.6 / 1.9
91/i.00

92 .62
A¿ ?9

In Table 3, it can be noted that the majority of the nursing

and non-nursÍng staff who agreed to participate were femal-e. This

is an accurate refl-ection of the attendance in classes since the

majority of staff who attended the course were female. This is

also a refl-ection of the reality in health care where 90? of the

enployees are fenale (Center for Vlomen in Government, 1988) .
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Tablê

gigb school/GED
trade school/diptona
Nursing Departnênt
a) Regieterêd Nurs6
b) ticensed Practícal
c) Nursing Àide
d) Nursing OrderLy
e) Ward clerk
Community Collegê
University degree
Graduate degrêe

Totå1s

TabIe 4 indicates that the rnajoríty of those respondi.ng

(59.4t) have received post-secondary training from a trade schooL,

community college or nursing training (i,e. Registered Nurse,

Licensed PracticaL Nurse, Nursing Aide) and that 9.9? have a

university education. The factor which is unknown to the

investigator is whether the nursing orderlies have post-secondary

trainíng since those who responded (six males) did not indicate
whether they had any post-secondary training,. whil-e the nursing

aides who replied did indicate that they had completed a nursing

aide course after compl-eting high school.

4. 0. Educational Background

Frequêncy of reEponse I of, rêspons€

19 20.98
04 04 .48

t 6 L7.6*
10 11.08
t2 L3.2*
06 06.6e
03 03.3C
L2 t3.2*
08 08.88
0r. 01.1t ,
91 100. 08

Table 5.0,

Frequency

D ays
Even ings
Nights

TotaIs

Response Rate by SbífÈ Worked

of response * of response

81/ 88
08/ 09
02/ 03

91/100

92.L2
88.93
66.72

There seemed to have been more participation by staff on days.
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This may have been because it was easier to accommodate their
attendance because more staff are on days and the absence of a

staff nember was easier to oblige, The cfasses v¿ere held during the
working day.

Table 6.0. Classif,icêtíon of positions

Frequency of, response I of response

Fu11-tine staff 62/ 68 91 .24Part-time staff, 19/ 20 9S.Ogvolunteers L2/ t2 1OO.O8

Totals 9L/!00

In TabLe 6, it can be noted that when Èhose participatíng in
the study were asked to indicate the classification of their
position, they $rere not requested to differentiate between part-
time and casual status. Therefore the number of casual- employees

within the part-time classification is unknown and subsequently it
is not possibl-e to differentiate between a position which is 0,2 of
a fuLL-tine position and a 0,I of a full-tj-me positíon, versus a

casual employee working shifts whenever they are calLed, This may

or may not be a significant factor in the ratings given. It is
interesting to note that the volunteers attended aLI classes on

their own time.

In Tab1e 7, a sunmary has been drar^¡n from the

those surveyed, about the ways in which they have nade

of the skilIs, behaviors and information from the
personaL or professional situation.

comments of

appl- i cati ons

course ín a
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llab1e 7.0, Sp€c¿fic applícaLions on your job

I reafize t,he ínportancê of the nonverbal and verbal
eonnunicat,íons w¿th the re sidenÈ s / f,ami l ies /co-workerg
more,

I listên to the reeldent,s/patiênts more than I díd bef,orê

t'hê coursô

My self, confídênce has increased

I find iL easier to talk to co-workers,

patients/res¿dênts and farníliês about death

I can sit witb a dyíng patient non and be co¡nf,ortable in
doing so

3.

A.

5.

llable 8.0. Return RaÈe - NursÍng and Non-nursing Staff,

Freguency of response

Day EospiÈal
Dietôtícs Depêrtmêntgêa1th Inforrûetion Services
Eousêkeeping DeparÈment
tab Sêrvices Dêpartm€nt
Materiels Management
Nursing Department
PbysioTberapy Dêpartnent
ProsÈbetics Department
Radiology Department,
RgcreatÍon Departsent
Respiratory Department
SocIaI S6¡rrlces Dêpartment
Volunteer Departmênt

TotaI

I of response

100.08
25.08

100.08
40.0*

100.08
100.08
92.3*

100.08
100.08
100. 0r
100.08
100.08
100.08
100.08

the staff/volunteers.
Department to 1009 in

04/ 04
OLl OA
03/ 03
02/ os
02/ 02
oLl oL
48/ s2
02/ 02
0t/ 0t
02/ 02
t0/ t0
02/ 02
0t/ 0L
L2/ L2

91/100

Tabl-e 8 presents the return rates for
The rates range from 25* in the Dietetics



nine departments , An unknown

Dietetics Department was at

specific dynamics within the

conducted/ played a role in

49

factor is why the return rat.es for the

the 253 range. It is possible that the

department at the time the survey was

the response rate,

TabLe 25, presents some generalizations drawn from the

conìments made by those surveyed in Question 7 as part of the aduLt

education data anaLysis and discussion portion of this chapter. A

detailed list of verbatim conments can be found in Appendix K.

Íable 9,0.

I' 11 niss tbe cla8ses,

Learning about ourselveg
prof€ssionaIIy.

Otber Conrients

walt helpful personally and

OÈber co-workerg hav6 commented on bow r[y approaeb
rêsidênts Ís differenË than bEf,ore the courge.

Library rêadíngs nêre helpful but diff,icult to make uaê
because there ¡sas no Xerox machíne available.

B. ånalysís and D¿scussion frorn Ëbe Courae Evaluation

(Àppendix Diíi)
TabLes l-0-17 present the data from the Course Evaluation

completed by those who were surveyed.

The data analyses and discussion r^¡hich foLl-ows in Tables 10,1-

Èo

of
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10.10 are based on the course eval-uations whích were completed

during the l-ast session of the death education instruction. The

data are reported with respect to each of the topic areas presented

in the course, These topic areas include: Int.roductory Session,

Looking at SeLf, Attitude Cycle; Understanding the impact of in-
stitutionaLization; Nonverbaf communication,' Listening, giving and

getting informatj.on; Calming hostÍLe people,. Assertiveness;
Terminal ILLness/ a personaL perspective,. Terminal I1l_ness, a

professional perspectj-ve,. and the Course Summary. A descriptjon of
each of the sessions and information about the format of the course
can be found in Appendix C, A S point Likert scaLe $¡as given as the
means of rating each session and those surveyed were asked to rate
each session sonewhere between the "not helpfu]" to Isome helpÍ to
I'very helpfulrr. Some of those surveyed did not rate a part,icular
session, hence the additiona] heading of ', No Rating Given,, for
êach of t.he sessions,



Table 10.1. SeEEion 1, Introduêt,íon and looking aÈ SeIf
(Question La)

Frequency of response

05
01
01
15
38
3X

9X

No rating given
1 Not, helpf,ul
2
3
4
5 Very belpf,ul

Tofal

* of response

05.5
01.. L8
01 .18
16.48
41.8&
34 .18

100.08

Table L0.l- indicates that ?5,98 of those surveyed found the
introductory session to have been helpfuL (referring to #4 and #5

on the ratings scaÌe) .

TabIê 10.2. Session 2, ÀttíÈude Cyc1e

(Question 1b)

Frequency of response I of response

No rat,ing given 00 0.OOg
1 Not belpful 00 OO. Ot2 00 oo. o83 08 08.884 29 31.88
5 Very belpful é4 59.4t

91 100. 08

Table 10.2 indicates that 9L,2% of those surveyed found the
session on attitudes to have been very heJ.pful (drawn from the #4

and #5 on the ratings scale) .
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Eablê 10,3. Sesgíon 2. The Inpaet of InsÈitutíonalizat,íon
(ouestion 1c)

Frequency of response

No rating given
L Least helpful
J
4 30
5 Very helpful 53

TotaI 9t

E of response

01.l-8
uJ.. t t
00.08
06.ss
33.08
sI.38

L00.08

0r.
01
00
06

Table 10.3 presents data indicating that 9l-,3å of those

surveyed found the session on understanding the impact of
inst itut í onal-i zat ion to have been significantJ.y herpfur to then
(drawn fron the #4 and #5 ratings scaLe) .

fable 10.4. Sessíon 4. Nonverbal Conmunication

(Ouestion 1d)

Frequency of response

No rating given
1 Least helpful
z
3
424
5 Very helpf ul- 5l-

E of response

02.22
00.08
00.08
r.5.3?
26 .42
56. r.8

100.0*

02
00
00
L4

Totals 9_L

Takr'l e 1 0 4 i ndi caf es th¡l- A^ 5* of f hosc srrrr¡eyed _EOr¡¡¡L Lbe

session on nonverbal communication to have been very helpful (drawn

from the #4 and #5 on the ratings scal-e) .
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---,---Iâblê-L(L^-5- -lÊssionl'._IJistÊning--'-
(cetting and Giving Information)

Frequency of response g of response

No rating given
1 f,east helpful
2

4
5 Very heLpful

Tot af

Table 10.5 was rated by those surveyed as being very helpful
(84.64, drawn from the #4 and #5 on the ratings scaLe),

Íable 10.6. Session 6. Calning Bostíte people

(ouestion Lf)

Frequency of response

02
0r-
00
11
28
49

vz.¿6
UI.Iã
00.0r
t2,tz
30.8r
53.8%

91 100.0r

No
1
2
3
4

rating given
Least helpful

3 of response

00.0s
00.0s
01.1.å
L9.8t
38 .5r
39. 6E

01
00
01
1ð
?q
36

TotaL

Table 10.6

session to have

ratings scale) ,

91

indi.cates that ?8.L8 of those

been very helpful (referring

100.08

surveyed found this
to #4 and #5 on the
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Table 10,7. Session 7, Àssertivenêss

(Question 1g)

Frequency of response Z

No rating given
1 Least helpful
J
428
5 Very helpful 55

Totals 91

00
00
00
08

of response

00.0s
00.08
00.08
08.79
30.8%
60.5s

100.0?

Table 10.7 indicates that 91.3t of those surveyed found that
this session on assertirr"n""" was very helpfut (drawn from the #4

and #5 on the ratings scafe) .

Table 10.8, Sesgion 8. Te¡minat illness, a personal perspôctive

(Question Lh)

Frequency of response I of response

No rating given
1 Least helpful
)
3
4
5 

.Very 
helpful

Tot a] s

Tab]e 10.8 j.ndicates that 92,3t of those surveyed found t,his
session on the personal perspective of dealing with terminal
illness to have been very helpfur (drawn from the #4 and #5 on the
ratings scafe) .

01
00
0L
05
?0
45

9L

01.13
00.08
01 .1E
05.59
42 .82
4 9-5å

100.0s
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Table 10.9. Session 9. Terminal IlIness, Professional

Perspective ( QuesLion 1i)
Frequency of response % of response

No rating given 0l- 01.1%
1 L,east helpful 00 00.0%
2 00 00.0%
3 07 07.6%
4 43 47,3%
5 Very helpful 40 44.02

Totals 91 L00.0%

Table 10.9 indicates that 91 .3% of t.hose surveyed fond this
session on the professional perspective of dealíng with terminal.

illness, to have been very helpful (drawn from the #4 and #5 on the

ratings scale ) .

Table 10.10. Session 10. Course Summary

(Question 1j )

Frequency of response % of response

No rating given 03 03.3%
1 least helpful 00 00.0%
2 00 00"0t
3 10 11.0%
â 23 25.22
5 Very helpful 55 _6_9=!å_

Totals 91 100.0%

Table 10.10 presents data indicating that 85.7% of those

surveyêd found this session which summarized the entire ten weeks

of the course to have been helpful (drawn from the #4 and #5 on the

ratings scale ) .
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It would appear that those surveyed considered the sessions

to have been of value to them. In the case of the "no response"

category, no rating was given for t.hat specific session. The

sessions ¡vhich were ranked highesL (i.e. over 90% posítive response

- using t.he categories of #4 and #5 on the Likert scale as the

indicators of a positive response for each session). were; Session

2, The At.titude Cycle, 9I .3% ¡ Session 3, Understanding the Impact

of Inst itut, iona I i zation, 91.3% ; Session 7, Assertiveness , 9I .3e";

Session 8, Terminal IIlness, a Personal Perspective , 92.44 ¡ and.

Session 9, Termínal ILlness, a Professional Perspective, 91.3%. It
is possible thaL these sessions vrere ranked high because the

largest percentâge of class time in these sessions was spent on

role plays, group discussions and self assessment activities, which

were ranked as valuable methodologies by those surveyed. and acted

as reinforcements of the specific applícation assignments.

The sessions which were ranked next highest (i.e. between

80-89% positive response were: Session 4, Nonverbal Communícation,

82.54 , Session 5, Listening, civing and Getting Information, 84.7e"

i and Session 10, Course Sunmary, 85.8% . These sessions contained

less time on role plays and nore on the practice of specific skills
during class time, with emphasis on application and practice

outside of the class t,irne. To some degree. these sessions were more

theoretical than the sessions which r,¿ere ranked over 90 % .

The sessions which ¡,¡ere ranked the lowest (i.e. between

75-79%, were Session 1, Introduction and looking at self, 75.9% and

Session 6. Calming hostíle people, 78,1% .In the rating of Session
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1, it is not known why five respondents placed no ranking on this
item. This rating may be lower because more of the cLass time is
spent on introductory activities, e.g. meeting each other, having

the course outline and assignment structure explained, an

explanat.ion of where the reference materials could be found and how

to access them, where counselling assistance could be found if
required, and the import,ance of the confidentiality of t.he class
activities and comments. A considerable amount of time was spent

in a discussion of ¡¿hat voluntary versus mandatory attendance means

and each person was encouraged to discuss this wi.th their
supervisor before deciding to ret.urn to Session 2 voluntarily .

Therefore the burk of the class time was more informatíon oriented
and appears to have been less positively rated than the subsequent

sessions which were more experiential in nature. The lower rating
for Session 6 may have been related to a rel.uctance on the part of
the staff to have conducted an indepth examination of their own

feelings about anger and frustration during that class. The class
which fol lowed, Session 7 on Assertiveness, was real ly an

integration of alI the skills and behaviors which had been

practiced and learned until that session. During session 7, there
was considerable discussion and practice on how to say things and

how to handle very specific situations which were raised during the

class. It is possible that the content of Session 6 required more

analysis and synthesie that could be dealt with individually during
a two-hour class.

The results of the overall rating of the ten sessions
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indicate that eight out of the ten were considered to have a

positive benefit ranging between 80 and 95%. The participative
structure and design of the course seem to have been rated as

positive by those who ¡vere surveyed.

Questíon 2 on the Course Evaluation pertains to the

met.hodology used in the instruction of the course. Therefore the

analysiË and discussion of this questíon r,ùj-lI be found in the Adult

Education part of this chapter.

Table 11 indicates a range of expectations from those who were

initi-ally sent to the course by their supervisor, to sorne who

wanted to learn more effective caregiving skills with their
patients / res idents , to those who were there for personal skiJ. I
ímprovement. These expectation sheets were completed and brought

to the first class. A factor to note at this point is, that during

the fírst class, each person was expj.icitly given t,he option to
withdraw without any repercussions fro¡n their supervisor. Staff
were requested to make their attendance on a voluntary basis versus

a nandatory referral basis. Of the 184 staff /vol unteers who

participated in the complete couree, not one person withdrer+.

The expectation sheets were returned to the attendees at the

time that they were requested to cornplete their course evaluations,

thereby allowing each person to assess r,rhether their expectations

had been met or not.
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Table 11.0. Expectations of the Course

1. Learn to cope more effectively with the feelings and

needs of the farnilies/patients/ visitors
2. L,earn better coping skills for my personal life
3. Improve communication skilts and awareness of the

nonverbal messages

4. Peace and quiet from the boss who sent staff to the

cour se

5. Improve skills in coping with dying patients / res idents
and their fami I ies

Table 12 indicates that those attending and completing the

course found it to have been helpful and useful in more than a

satisfact.ory manner (i.e. the categories of "met the expectatíons

very well" and" exceeded expectations " accounted for 67.1% of the

responses f ro¡n those surveyed).

Table 12.0 " Expectations met?

Rating given Freguency of response % of response

Met ny expectatione fairly well 07 O7.7e"
Met Dy expectations 15 16.5%
üet ny erpectations very well 27 29.6%
Exceeded my expectations 34 37.42
No response on this question 08 08.8%
Did not neet my expectations 00 00.0%

Totals 91 100.0%
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ft, is possible that where there ís a ,'no response" that it is
a negative response,

fn Table 13, it can be noted that the expectations which were

stated prior to the first cLass were met or exceeded by the

conclusion of the ten sessions. The level of comfort and freedon

ín expressing opinions and feelings on the evaluation seem to have

íncreased over the ten ¡veeks as weLl.

Thi.s 1S a

1.

2,

3.

4,

5.

6.

Table 13.0. Eord were your expectations met?

srummary of the responses to this question:

Increased personal sel f -understanding

Learned from the point of view of others in t,he class
because it was a mixed class and not all from the Nursing
Depa rtment

Improved Iistening skills and recognition of the
nonverbal messages

Became aware that personal rights and choices exist which
helped in choosing what to do r,ríth co-workers,
patients / res ident s and families
Learned to apply t,he principles Learned at work and at
home

Became more comfortable in giving care to the dying
residents/patients and their famil ies /visitors

In Table 14, it can be not.ed that more than two-thirds (i.e.
77.5e", of the nursing and non-nursing staff reported that they were

able to make applications on the job (drawn from the categories of
*4 and #5 on the Likert scale). If the category of "Some" was to
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be included. the total for the applications on the job would rise
Lo 90.2v.. This would seem to be an enthusiastic response of

learnings from the sessions in the course.

Table 14.0. Application of course material on the job.

Frequency of response % of response

Very little (1) 00 00.0%
À little (2, 02 02.22
Some (3) 17 18.6%
some + (4) 34 37.42
Considerable( 5 ) 38 41 .8t

Totals 91 100.0%

Table 15.0. Recommend this course to ot,hers?

Yes
No answer given

surveyed

81/ 10 0
10,/ 10 0

91/ 10 0

Re spon se

89. r-%

10. 9t

100.0%

Table 15 wouLd seem to j.ndicate that those who were surveyed

and responded, considered the course to be of value to them and

would therefore recomnend that others attend as well. In this
instance, the "no answer" night be construed as a negative

response. It is possible that thoee surveyed did not intend it t.o

be a negative response, but in this instance, it appears to be.
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Table 16.0. Who would benefit from the course?

Day HospitâI
Dietetics
Health Information Services
Housekeepi ng
Laboratory Services
Nursing ( aI1 staff)
Phy s ioTherapy
Recreation
Respiratory
Socia] Services
Vo I unteer s
X-Ray ( Radio losy )

At the end of each course, lists of specific departments were

identified for inclusion in future offerings of this course, by

those completing the course. The responses indicate that al.l of the

departments listed in Table 16 wouìd benefit from the course. They

also added the following departments (TabIe L7 I Lo the tist of
those who would benefit.

Table 17.0. Additional departnent.s r¿ho would benefit
Occupational Therapy
Clerical staff
Physicians
Past,oral Care
Evening and Night Nursing Coordinators
Directors of alI departments
Administration of the facil ity
Unit CoordinatorsCefetEiloBc¡sona I Care and Ext.ended

Table 17 would seem to índicate that in the opinion of the
respondents, aIl staff employed in this long term care centre would

benefit from attending this particuJ.ar course.
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Staff in Occupatíonal Therapy, in various clerical
positions, representatives f¡orn the pastoral Care, and a

representative from the Evening/night nursing coordinators did
attend the course during later offerÍngs and therefore could be

accounted for on the list of those who should attend. It is
possibìe that the Physicians, Department Directors, Unit
Coordinators of the Personal Care and Extended Care Floors, and

Administratíon ¡.¡ere added to the list of those who wou].d benefit
from the course because they are the decision makíng groups within
this specif i.c facility. There were occasions during classes when

the staff expressed frustration, annoyance and at times, ânger,

with their own inability to make the changes they thought would

improve the guality of care they were providing to the patients,
residents,and f arnil ies.

Questions 7 and I from the Demographic sheet have been

included as part of the data dealing wi.th the adult education

analysis and discussion portion of this chapter.

Tables 20-28 also provide adult education data which indicates
the responses t,o Questions 7-10 fron the Course Evaluation.
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C. Pre-Post Test Daùa and Analyses

One of the means of rneasuring the impact of the death

education instruction on the nursing and non-nursing staff was to

ask those attending the classes to complete the Templar's Death

Anxiety Scale in the fírst sessíon of the Patient Relations and

conmunications coursei and again when they agreed to participate

in the study (which was conducted two years after the completion

of the course ) . Trdo sets of measurements were used ¡ 1 ) the

measurement of overall anxiety level, person by person (i.e. the

and t'trr test) and 2) an item by item analysis of the number

"correct" (i.e. the "2" score). The Death Anxiety Scale (DAS) is
described in rnore detail in Chapter 3. Basically the DAS consists

of a 15 iten True-False questionnaire. EAch item has a "correct"
ansr,rer which indicates that a high Ievel of anxiety is being

experienced when answering the questions. For each respondent a

Èotal anxiêty rating was calculated as a nurnber of "correct"
re€tponses over the 15 items. The scoring of this pre-post test is
described in more detaíI.

For each of the fifteen True-False items ín the Death Anxiety

Scale the following scores were calculated:

X pre = the number of "correct" responses over the l-5

items before the instruction
X post = the number of "correct" responses over the 15

items after the instruction

The difference between each response (pre and post test
scorea ) gives a general indj.cation of a change in overall anxiety.
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i.e.D=Xpre-Xpost.

P pre = the average of the X pre scores

P post = the average of the X post scores

D. Discussion of Eypotheses

The hypothesis used to examíne the impact of death education

instruction and to measure change which may have occurred from the
pre test to the post test was:

1) No change in overall average anxieby level
r."y' v,," y' eo,t

or/( Diff = 0

1) The Null Eypot,hesis: There will be no difference in anxiety
level as meaeured on the Teroplar Death Anxiety Scale from the
pre test to the post test.. (D = X pre- X post)

"",/ p." =r/t no"t

or ' no change" t::ro y'. ,,r" -"/? posr = o

where: t,./t pre = rhe ^(.r':::n"l-."", anxíery score.

2, Å post, = the mean of the post-test anxiety score

3r.4 D = the mean of the changes in anxiety scores

2l The NondirectionaL Research Eypothesis: There will be change

in the anxiety level as measured on the Templar Death Anxíety

Scale fron the pre test to the post t.est.

n^;/4 pr" fr/t e.,"t

or 'chanse' tt. V n." -Å post =/= o

Diff =/= 0
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E. Ànalysis of t,he pre-post te Bålg_C$!Ê

1. Overall anxietv level a¡a.lasis or Paired t test for---se-lê!ed

qroups to test Eypotheais *1.
The t test for related groups was used to determine whether

there was a statistically significant difference between the two

scores on the variable of anxiety level. This formula takes into
account the interre l at ionship between the two variables ( j..e. the

Xpre and the Xpost scores ) ¡+ith the difference between each pair
of scoreg being computed and conpared against the standard error
of difference.

For each of t,he fifteen True-False items in the Death Anxiety

Scale the following scores were calculatedt
X pre = the number of correct responses before the

i nstruct ion

X post = the number of correct responses after the

instruction

P pre = the average of the X pre scores

P post = the average of the X post scores

The "correct" response in this test means that the person felt a

high level of anxiety when answering the question. The scoring of
this pre-post test is described in more detail in Chapter 3.
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The formula used to calculate
Di=Xprei-Xposti
N=91

s=

the "t" score i.s:

; =<D i / N

= 1.066

t= D - 0

s /-1/ N

= 4.387

The details for the calculati.on of the "t" score are in
Appendix I.

. The significance probabiìity of the observed "t" value (4.387)

is less than 0.05, so t.he null hypothesis Ho: is rejected (i.e.

D =/= 01,

TEE Ntí VAIJI]D INDTCATES TEAT TEERE TIAS A CEANGE

IN OVERALI, ANXIETY LEVEI,.

2. Item bv item analvsia of the chanqe in anxiety level
A "2" gcore was calculated to aasess the significance of the

change. score is used as a means of conceptualizing the
group change but it is not as Bensitive in measuring changes in
indi.vidual scores as is the overall anxiety rneasure.
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Measurement of chanqe = P pre - p post

results in the measurement of the significance of change from p pre

to P post by calculating the "2" score, given thatl
P pre = # of "correct" responses by 91 before the instruction

* of respondents = 91

P post = * of "correct" responses bv 91 after the instruction

* of respondent.s = 91

F. Discussion of the hypothesis

In addition, each of the fifteen True-FaIse items on Templar,s

Death Anxiety Scale was tested for a change in proportion from the

pre to post test by testing against a nuÌl hypothesisl

Eo: P pre = P post or "no change"

versus a nondirectional regearch hypothesis of:
Ea: P pre =/= P poet or "change"
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Assessing the change using "2" acores

A "2" score was calculated to assess the significance of

change. This "2" score j-g used as a means of conceptualizing
group change but it is not as sensitive in meaguring changes

individual scores as is the overall anxiety measure.

pre - f; post

where !

p = n pre + P pre + n post + P post

npre+npost
A chart showing the values of the calculation of the "zn scores is
included in Appendix H.

the

the

in

p

l/n pre
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Table 18 indicates a "2" score for each of the fifteen True-

False items on Templer's Death Anxiety Scale.

Table 18.0. "2" scores

(For the 15 iten Death Anxiety Scale
as reported by those surveyed)

I tem
# Description

l-. I am very much
afraid to die

2. The thought of death
seldom ent.ers my nind. .337 .460 1.685

3. It doesn't make me
nervous when people
talk about aeãtf¡. .483 .llt J.,347 O

4. f dread to think
about having to have
an operation.

5. I am not at all
afraid to die

L1. I am really scared
of having a heart
attack .

Ppre Ppost zscore Iryd

.386 .2L? 2.400 tr

.483 .422 0.808 o

.2s8 .264 o.os2 o
6. I am not particularly

afraid of get.ting
cancer. .258 .368 1.599 O

7. The thought of death
never boùhers ne. .067 .115 L.L25 O

8. I am oflen distressed
by the way time flies
so very rapidly .562 .540 0.298

9. f fear dying a painful
death ,798 .7 47 0. 820

10. The subject of life
af t.er death troubl es
me greatly ,46L .253 2.930 E

o
o

.2s6 .138 1.6e1 a
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72. I often think about
how short lífe real ly
is.

l-3. f shudder ¡+hen I
hear peopJ.e talking
about a World War IfI

74. The sight of a dead
body is horrÍfying
to ne.

15. r feel that the
future holds nothing
for me t,o fear

.708

,427

,250

,21 3

,907

,425

. J.4T

.430

2.785

0 .027

1.807

3 .067

E

o

tr
Lesend: El n. . 05 , 2.025 = 1 ,ga; Ap< .10, z,0s = L,64;

O, ,. 1 (no statisticat significance)

c. Adult Education Data Analyaes and Discussion

Those surveyed were asked to eval.uate their experiences with
some specific dimensions in the area of adult education within
death educat,ion instruction, e.9. Teaching methods, Handouts,

Inst.ructor, Classroorn, f,ength and schedule of the course, Group

f eeJ.ing, Changes in the course, Àddit.ional topics, and Other

conments. The corresponding question number on the Course

evaluation is indicated beside each Table Number for Tab]es J,g-2g.

For the dimensíon of Teaching methods, (Tables 19.1 to 19.g), the
range of the ratings between the methods which were ranked the
lowest and those which were ranked the highest (on a 5 point Likert
scale), is presented for each itern.



Rat i ng

No rating given
L,east ef f ective ( l- )

(2'
(3)
(4)

Most effective (5)

Tota I

Table 19.1.

Frequency of

Use of filns
response % of response

06 06.6%
00 00.0%
00 00.0%
09 09.9%
35 38.5%
4L 45.0%

9t 100.0%

In Table 19.1, it can be noted that 83.6% (drawn from #4 and

#5 on the rating sca.Ie) found the use of films to have been

particuÌarly effectíve. The use of visual techniques and skill
applications displayed in the selected films seem to have been

helpful in making the transition from the class to either work or

personal settings.

Tabl e

Rat ing

No rating given
Least effect,ive ( 1)

t2t
(3)
(4',

Most effective (5)

Total

L9.2. Use of role plays

Frequency of response

05
00
00
11
16
59

91

% Returned

05.5%
00.0 jà

00.0å
12.O2
L7.6%
64 .9e"

100.0%

In Table 79.2, iL can be noted that 82.5% of those responding

found the role plays to be a valuable teaching method for them. In

the class where the role plays were first introduced, there was
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considerable reluctance to participate, yet those who participated
once, were not as reluctant to do so in subsequent cÌasses, because

their emotional experience of being in that role left an indelible
memory of how it felt to be treated as they were. One of the
responaes in Table 27 (euestion 9) suggested that a change for
future courses would be to have more role plays.

Table 19.3. Use of behavior rehearsal

Rat,ing Frequency of response # Returned

No rating given
Least effective ( 1)' 12'

(3)
(4)

Most effective (5)

Total

25 27.44
53 58.3%

00
02
00
11

00"0%
02.2%
00.0%
T2"L%

91 100.0å

In Table 19.3, it can be not,ed that behavior rehearsal
!,ras rat,ed as being very valuable. i. e. 85 .7%, ( drawn f rom the #4

and #5 on the rating scale) in learning ho¡,¿ to do or say things
differently.
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Table 19.4. Use of mini-lectures

Rating Freqr¡ency of response % of response

No rating given 02 02.2%
Least effective(l) 00 00.0%

l2t 03 03.3%(3) L2 I3.2e"(4' 35 38.4
Most effective (5) 39 42.9e"

Total 91 100.0%

In Table 79.4, it can be noted that the use of míni-lectures
was found to be an effective learníng method by 81.3 of those

surveyed. The accompanying handouts and readings in the library
may also have assisted with the rating of this method since the

mini-lectures were directly tied to the use of the examples and

readings made available as reference materials.

Table 19.5. Uge of small/large group discussions

Rat.ing Frequency of response % of response

No rating given
Least effecti.ve(1)

l2'
(3)
(4)

Mogt effective (5)

Total

37 40.6
47 5L.72

00
01
01
05

00.0%
01 .1%
01 .1%
05.5%

91 100.0%

In Tab]e 19.5. it can be noted that 90.6 (drawn from the #4

and #5 on the rating sca.Ie) of those surveyed found the use of
small and large group discussions to have been a very important

factor in their Iearning withj-n the cLass. Being able to hear
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others I opinions was stated as being a valuable learning experience

and the discussions also served as a means of confirming their own

opinions / exper iences , thereby buiJ.ding support among the group

members.

Table 19.6. Use of Feeling Reaction Sheet

Rating Frequency of response % of responee

No rating given
Least effective ( 1)

(2',
(3)
(4)

Most effective (5)

Total

00 00.0%
o2 02 .2e"

01 .1%
14 "3231.8
50.6%

100.03

01
13
29
46

91

In Table 19.6, ít can be noted that the specific assignrnent

sheet. t,itled the Feeling Reaction Sheet was found to be effective
as a self-learning device by 82.4 of those surveyed (dra¡rn f ro¡n the

#4 and #5 on the rating scale).

Table 19.7. Ilse of
Rating Frequency

No rating given
Least effective ( 1)

(2t
(3)
(4)

ltost effective (5)

Total

self-asgessnent

of response

01
01
01
L7
38
33

91

act,ivities
% of response

01 .1%
01 .1%
01.1%
18.6%
41 .8%
36.3t

100.0t



In Tab]e L9.7 , it can be noted that
activities r.raÊ found to be an effective
of those surveyed (as drawn from the

scale ) .
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the use of self assessment

teaching method for 78.1%

#4 and #5 on the rating

Table 19.8" Use of This ig t4y Week sheets

Frequency of response % of responseRating

No rating given
Least effect.ive ( 1)

t2t
(3)
(4)

l{ost effective (5)

Totals

00
00
03
23
27
38

91

00.0%
00.0%
03.3%
25.2%
29.7%

100.08

In Table 19.8, it can be noted that t,he use of This is my week

sheets ¡+as found to have been an effective teaching method of 93.5%

of those surveyed (as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating
scale).
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The next quest,ion which dealt, with the area of adult education

on the Course Evaluation was Question 7a ) . The results are

presented in Table 20.

For the comments on the dj-mension of Handouts, the range of
cornments has been presented âs seven generalizations in Table 20.

The comments seen to indicate that the handouts were considered to
be valuable to the staff for reference and to assist thern in
understanding more about themselves and their own feelings.

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Table 20.0. Comrnents about the Eandouts

Some were unneces6ary

Didn't .like This is my Week handouts

Good

Helpful in understanding the topics presented

This is ny Week was the best assignrnent, helped me
Iearn more about myself and how ot,hers see me, liked
the comments you put on them each week

tearned more about rnyself after reading and applying
the content frorn the handouts

Very useful as reference. I shared them with my co-
workers and family

For the dimension of Inst.ructor, there are six generalizations

drawn fro¡n the survey responses and presented ín Table 21. There

was a high degree of positive regard for the instructor, which may

in ítself have had an impact on the way in which the course

material on death education was received by the staff.
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Table 21.0. Comments pertaining to the Instructor
1. Pleasant and trustrrorthy
2" Enthusiastic and bubbly

3. Good sense of humour

4. Very relaxed and knowledgeable in presentation of
course material

Used everyday examples which helped in application
Excellent all round

For the dimension of Classroom, the range of comrnents has been

presented as five themes in Table 22. There is a range of responses

about the classroom used and this reflects the conditions of the
classrooms used for instruction. Not aIl of the cl.asses were

eonducted in the €¡ame classroo¡n and therefore dífferent
staff / vo lunteers experienced different physícal learning
atmospheres.

Table 22.0. Commenta pertaining to the Classroom

1. Chilly and uncomfortable

2. Eot, stuffy and overcrowded

3. oK

4. Needed soundproofing to keep out the consttuction
noi se

5. Comfortable, cheery, relaxed, the right size, ¡rrel I
equipped and bright

5.

6.
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Table 23 indicates a trend to agreeing with the set schedule

of ten weekly sessions of tr4o hours per session.

Table 23.0. Comments re: length/schedule of classee

1. Each session could be shorter if more clasges were added

beyond the ten weeks

2. Twice a week would keep the flo¡r of the course going

3. Just right,

4. At tines too short because it was so interesting
5. Could be longer to allow for more discussion

Table 24 presents a range of comments, with the rnajority
indicating that there was a positive bond experienced by those in
the classes.

Table 24.0. Comments re: group feeling
1. None

2. Fair

3" Conducive to sharing

4" Pulled together aa a group

5. A special bond was formed

6. Eelpful , supportive and positive

Table 25 indicates that the majority of those attending the

course found the present structure and content to be satisfactory.
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Table 25.0. Additional t,opics to be included

l-. None at all
2, Staff burnout

3. More on death and dying with role plays of specific
situations

TabIe 26 offers the comments which were made concerning

changes in future couraes.

Table 26.0. Commenta re: changes in the course

1. None at all
2. 'Bigger claggroo¡n so that it ¡¡ould not be so stuffy

with t¡oor circulat.ion
3. Longer classes each session

4" Turn off the music when the çtroups are discussing,

otherwise it was níce to have it on in the background

5. Staff attending classes should be acheduled for day

shift and not have to attend on their own time

6. More role plays with one-half of t,he clase being

residents and the other one-half being caregivers from

all departments ( i.e. not just from the Nursing

Department )
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A selection of verbatim conments which were given in response

to the dimension of Other Comments (Question 10)has been included

as Appendix J. Some generalizations from the corutents are presented

here in Table 27.

Table 27.0. Other Corûments

- Ir11 niss the classes

- There should be more couraes aet up this way

- I learned more about myself and others

- I feel bett,er able to cope with those vrho are ill
- This should have been part of my original training

( cornmunity college and/or university)
- My experience ¡{as ao positive that my co-¡,¡orkers and

even some of my family want to attend when it is crr-d
aga in

The dimension of Significant L,earnings frorn the Course, (drawn

from Question 7 on the Demographic Sheet), can be referred to in
Table 28, which contains a sampling of generalized comments made

by those surveyed. A more detailed list of some of the verbatim

comments can be found in Appendix K.
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Table 28.0. Significant J.earnings

Increased awareness of my own and others feelings and needs

Increaged self-confidence which helps rne to give better care

Dealing with the terninally ill is no longer so fearful to ¡ne

Have been able to sit with, talk with and be with dying

residents /famil ies , which I could not have done before the

course

f-,earned to live each day to the fullest, reaching one small

goal at a time

The dimensíon of dealing with death since the course ended

(Ðemographic sheet, Question 8) can be found in verbatim form in
Appendix f.,. A decisíon was made by the investigator to maintain the
verbatim comnents in Appendix L, to preserve the accuracy of the

experiences reported by those surveyed
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Chapter V

Sul[Ioary, Conclusions, Recommendations

A. Summary

This study r¿ras concerned wíth an investigation of the impact
(positive or negative) that a death education course would have on

the anxiety levels of the nursing and non-nursing staff in a long
term care faciìity. This study began wíth concerns being expressed

by nursing and non-nursing staff about their required transition
from working in an acute care military hospital to a geriatric long
term care faciJ.ity. specific concerns lrrere expressed related to
ways of carj-ng for and providing assistance to the long term
pat ients / res idents and in parti.cular those who vrere dying.
Buckingham (1983) suggests that because dying is part of the fabric
of life in a long term care facility, the death of fellow
patients / residents has special meaning and impact on al I
patients/residents, families and the staff providing care. He

further proposes that the experience of death in a long term care

institution is therefore uniquel.v different from death at home or
in a hospital and subsequently the staff of a long term care

facility need unique kinds of support; because they too, must deal

¡¿ith their own feeli.ngs about death and dying before they can be

open to dealing with the feelings of the other patients/residents,
families and co-workers. Shedtetsky and Fisher (19g6) found in
their study within both acute care hospitals and long term care

facilities that a considerable number of staff admitted to having

difficulty talking with patients about their i_mpending death and
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in addition felt that the facility (whether it was an acute care

hospital or a long term câre faciìity), was obligated to meet the

emotional needs of the dying patíents. In contrast, when these

staff were asked if these needs were beinq met, they indicated that
such needs are either never met or infrequently met. A further
finding in the Shedletsky and Fisher study was that although the

staff in Iong term care believed it appropriate for terminally itt
patients to be treated on their units, the acute care staff were

not in favour of this practice. fn reality, the practice within the
acute care hospital is to transfer dying patients to long term care

facilities. This could suggest, that because the placement is of a

more permanent nature, that the long terrn care staff feel that
deat,h is more likely. Consequently the long terrn care staff tend

to develop a long term relationship with the pat ient / res ident and

therefore find it easier to discuss death and dying with the

resident than the acute care staff do ( Shedletsky and Fisher,
1986). This could be a reason that a number of the acute care staff.
avoided discussions of death and dying with the patients more

frequently than did the staff in long term care .

The research into the needs of the staff employed in a long

ter¡n care facility and the impact that a death education course

woul.d have on the anxiety and discomfort levels of the nursing and

non-nursing staff. became the focus for this study. The transition
frorn an acute care military hospital (Deer Lodge Veterans Hospital )

to a geriatric long tern care facility (Deer Lodge Centre) in 1983,

resulted in a considerabl.e number of requests for assistance being
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forwarded to the Education Services Department. This was done as

one means of offering the staff support in making the transition
fro¡n their initial training in an acute care facility to the care

they were now required to provide in this long term care facility.
i.e. focusing on the whole-person needs of pat ients / res idents and

their famiLies (Mount, 1985 ) .

Given that 20-25% of the elderly can expect to spend some time

ín a long term care facility due to the focus of the health care

system at the present time, being that of providing institutional
care versus community care (Chappel , Strain, Blanford, 1986), the

care in such settings would seem refevant to exanine (l¡lilden,

1988). For the purposes of this study , the investigator has chosen

a defínition of deat.h education which includes the moment of death,

the lifestyle and pattern of living, feelings about self/others,
and relationships to the world at Iarge. It is important therefore,
that the staff, patients/residents'/farnilies' attitudes toward

death be seen as a natural part of the tife cycle, thereby

decreasing the trauma and anxiety of caregiving (BenoÌieI, L982¡

Bugen, L980),in the nursing and non-nursing staff.

1. Literature review on death educati.on

In the literature search it became evident that the elements

¡^¡hich were to be a part of this study, had not been integrated in
this way before. There was a considerable amount of information

on studies and research in the area of death education (Shneidman,

L970t Popoff, L974ì Denton and Wisenbaker, 1977 ¡ Laube, L977 ¡
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Lanham, Speer and EríLz, 1980; yarber, Gobel and Rublee, 1991t

Laube, 1977; Benol:-el , 1982; Degner, Chekryn, Deegan, Gow. Koop,

Mills, Reid, 1982; Goodell, Donohue,and Benoliel , L982; McCorkle,

1982t Swain and Cowles, 1982t Buckingham. 1983; Mullins and

Merriam, 1983; Rublee and Yarber, 1983i Mount, 1985; Kane and Kane,

1987; Broadfield, 1988; Degner and cow, 1988t parry, 1989).

L,iterature which specifically dealt with the anxiety levels
in staff and the impact of death education on staff (albeit the

majority of the references were in the field of nursing training
and the nethod of' delivery of nursing care) had been done by

Kalish, l-963; Collett and Lester. 1969; Templ er, 7977¡ Denton and

9lisenbaker, 1977; Laube, L977; L,eviton and Eretz, I979¡ Lanharn,

Speer and Erítz, i.980; Yarber. Gobel and Rublee, 1981; Nagi and

Lazerine, 1982; Mount, 1983t RobÍnson and Wood, 1983; Vargo and

Batsel , L984, hlaLdman and Davidshofer, 1984.

2. Literature review in long term care

Abramovice (1988) by his work in the field of long term care,
provided the basic prenise for this study, in that he believes that
when the long term care staff have an enhanced sense of self-value,
they are bett,er able to comrnunicate while maintaining a sense of
dignity and to encourage the resident¡s self-esteem. He suggests

that death education for these long term care staff if done in a

facilitative style (i.e. an emphasis on the psychosocial needs of
the patient, the family, the management and the staff ) will result
in more comfort being displayed by the staff, than if the tradi-
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tional acute care st,y1e (which focuses on rnedical techno.logy and

methodologies which promote cure and rehabilitatíon) are used. If
the facilitative model is utíl.ized, he advocates that when a

management structure which supports the developrnent and maintenance

of the caregiver's self-esteern is ín place, that patients / res idents
will experience an environment where growth and índependence are

not only possible, but are actively fostered and sustained as the

self-esteem and dignity of the resident visibly increases.

3. Literature review on adult education

In the research and development of the death education course

the facilitative style of implementation drew on the field of adult
education. A considerable bank of literature dealing with the

assessment of needs, development of material s, possible

net.hodologies and styles of learning, i¡nplementation st.rategies and

evaluation of courses was reviewed and utilized (Brookfield, 1985,

1986, L987, 1988; Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980, Cross, L972,

L976, L979, 198L; Kidd, 1973; Knowtes, 3, 1975, 1980, I994, J.986,

1987; Knox, 79771 to design a death education course which would

exemplify the format proposed by Abranovice (1988).

4. significance of this study

TEE PT]RPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF A DEATE

EDT'CATION COI'RSE ON NI]RSING AND NON-NT'RSING STAFF IN A NEAIjTE CARE

SETTING. There was a vacuum however, in the literature reviewed for
this study, i.e. literature which dealt. with the integration of
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adult education principles wíth a means to measure the impact of
nursing and non-nursing staff in a long term care facility. Missing

in the research rdere any references to staff from the Day HospitaI,
Dietetics, Health Information Services, Housekeeping, Lab Services,

Nursing, Radíol.ogy, Recreation Servi.ces, Respiratory, physiothera-

py, Social Services and Volunteer departments wit,hin a long term

care centre. In addition to the st.ated purpose of this study, this
study integrates death education, adult education and the needs of
long term care staff who work in a cross-sect,ion of departments.

Deer Lodge Centre was selected as the site for the study which

would attempt t,o measure the impact of a specific death educatíon

course (Patient Relations and Communications Course) on the anxiety
level. of the nursing and non-nursing staff. L,anham, Speer and Fritz
(1980) and Kalish (7963, 1985) found that caregivers (after
participation in a death education course), were more likely to
provide more appropri,ate and compassionate care for the residents
and their families than before particì_pating in such a course and

this supported the approach developed and used in this study.

5. Methodology

As part of this study, a list of the st,aff (nursing and non-

nursing ) and volunteers r+ho had completed the course (a total of
184) ¡¿as drawn up alphabetically. À consultation with the Humân

Resources Department resulted in the eliminat.ion of the names of
thirty people who were no longer employed at the Centre. A

sel.ection of every f ift.h narne was made until a total of 100 names
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resulted frorn the remaining 154 names. This was the list which was

used when letters went out requesting participation in the study
(See Appendix c). Those who agreed to participate returned a signed
consent form and received by return mail, a copy of the Demographic

Sheet (Appendix D.ii),and the Death Anxiety Scale post-Test
(Appendix D.i). The signing of the consent form also gave permis-
sion to access the completed course Evaruation forms which were on

individual. training files within the Educatíon services Departnent.

6. Demographic information
The randorn sarnpÌe of j.00 nanes was d.rawn from a possible of

154 nursing and non-nursing st,af f names who were still employed at
Deer L,odge Centre at the time the study was conducted.

The findings indicated that 91 .5% of those surveyed were

female, with the largest group of staff surveyed being in the 25-

34 age group (38.5%), with another 20,92 of the staff in the age

group from 35-44, and 25.3% in the 45-54 age group. The mean age

was calculated to be 37.7 years of age. This was indicative of the
reality of the distribution of gender employed within the faciliùy
and in heal.th care in general. In a study conducted by the Centre

for Women in Government, State University of New york for pay

equity in healt,h care in Manitoba (1988), the results indicated
that 90% of the ernployees in health care $rere females.

In a review of the departments surveyed, it can be noted that
there were only tr,¿o f emales (2.2%l f rom a middle rnanagernent level
(i.e. one Evening/Night Coordinator, one Departrnent Director) with
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the balance of the 89.3% representing the line leve.L of

functioníng. In this study, therefore, there was a .large

representation from the females who provide care to the

patients / res idents ; but there was almost no representatíon at a

decision making leveI where changes can be made directly.
The educational backgrounds of those surveyed ranged from

those lrith high school/GED (20.9%\ , Lo some with a trade

school/diploma training (4.42), to those with nursing and community

college training (64.9%',, to those requiring a university degree

for their profession (8.8%) to one person with a graduate degree

(1.1%). The unknown in the nursing department is the number of the

male orderlies who have completed some form of post-secondary

training. since they (the six males) did not indicate whether they

had such training, while the nursing aídes indicated that they had

completed a course after high school .

There was no one in the Occupational Therapy Department

surveyed, as a result of the rando¡n sampling procedure used. Staff
from other departments were sampled. It is notevrorthy that of the

12 volunteers surveyed. 100% responded and that t.hey attended aII
classes on their own time without any expectation of credit for the

use of their personal time.

7. Findings of the Pre-Post test
The analyses of the pre-post. test exanined a hypothesis for:
i. the overall anxiety level where no change occurs

ii. an itern by itern anaLysis where no change occurs
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As the completed forms were returned, the results were

tabulated and analyzed as described in Chapter IV.

i" The overall anxiety level

Measurement of the overall anxiety level by usíng the paired

"t' test for related groups

test for related groups was used to determíne whether

there was a statistically significant difference between two scores

on the variable of death anxiety. The interrel ationship between the

two variabLes (i.e. X pre and X post scores ) was compared with the

difference between each pair of computed scores and measured

against the standard error of difference.
The resulting "tx score indicates that there was a change in

score indicated that Ho: hypothesis should be rejected at
the 5% level, indicating that there WAS a change i.n the overall
anxiety level of anxiety experienced in the area of death and dying

as measured on Templer's Death Anxiety Scaìe pre-post test. The

null hypothesis was rejected. Appendix f provides the calculations
used j-n determining the "t" score.

ii. an iten by item analysís of anxiet,y by calculat,ing the 'z'
scores

"2" scores were calculated for each of the fifteen True-False

items on the DAS to determine a change in proportion of"correct"
i.e. the anxious responses frorn the pre-to-post test (Table 18).

A stat.istical significance was found on ltens # 7,I0,12,15 at p
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(.05, 2.025 = 1.96 level. Three other iterns

(# 2, J,L, 14)were found to be statistically significant at
p < ,7,2,50 = 1.64 level. The null hypothesis was rejected for
these two groups, indicating that a change in proportion of
"correct" responses did occur from the pre-to-post test.

The rernaining eight items (#3,4,5,6,7,9, g, L3) were

found to have no significant statistical change in proportion from

the pre-to-post test scores. The null hypothesis was accepted on

these iterns indicating that no significant change in proportion
occurred from the pre-to-post test of the Death Anxiety Scale.

8. Findinge on the Courae Evaluation
Each of the sessions were rated by those surveyed as to the

value they attached to the content. The most hetpful sessions

according to the ratings (90-95% as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the
rating scale) were: session 2. The Attitude cycle (91.3% as drar¿n

from the #4 and #5 on the rating scare); session 3. understanding
ùhe impact of institutiona I ization (91.3% as drawn from the #4 and

#5 on the rating scale); Session 7. Assertiveness (91.3% as drawn

from the #4 and #5 on the rating scaLe); Session g. Terminal

ilLness, a personal. perspective (92.4e. as drawn from the #4 and #5

on the rating scale) i and Session 9. Terminal iLlness, a profes-
sional perspective (91.3% as drawn frorn the #4 and #5 on the rating
scaÌe). rt is possible that these seseions were ranked highest due

to the rargest percentage of cl.ass time in those sessions was spent

on role pIays, group discusgions and self assessment activities.
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The sessions whj-ch were rated the next highest (80-89% as

drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating scaLe), were: Session 4.

Nonverbal eommunication (82.5% as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the

rating scale); Session 5. Listening, getting and giving inforrnation
(84.7e. as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating scale); and

Session 1,0. summary (85.8% as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the
rating scale). These sessions contained less time spent on role
plays, and more on the practice of specific skitls during class

time with emphasis on application and practice outside of the

class. To some degree, these sessions vrere more theoretical than

those sessions which were rated as being over 90%.

The sessions which were rated as the lowest (75-794 as drawn

from the #4 and #5 on the rating scale ) , were: Session 1 .

Introduction and L,ooking at self (75.9e. as drawn from the #4 and

#5 on the rating scale) and Session 6. Calming hostile peop.le

(78.1-e" as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating scale). Session

l may have receíved a lower rating because five people did not rate
the session at all. In addition. a good portion of the class tine
in Session L was spent on providing an overview of the course

content, rnethodologies to be used, the assignments, and most

important.ly, the voluntary at.tendance factor. Therefore, there was

not as much interaction in this eession as in the later ones.

Session 6 may have been rated lower since more of the class tj.me

was spent in exarnining a theoretica-l ¡nodel and not as much time on

practice activities or on self assessment actj.vities. There may

have been an integration of Session 6 with the content of the
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previous five sessions because session 7 was a compilation of
everything which had been Iearned to that time and that was highly
valued by those surveyed (Tables 10.1- to L0.10).

The overall rating of the ten sessions indicated that eight
out of ten session were rated positively (i.e. over B0% as drawn

from the #4 and #5 on the rating scale) which would seem to
indicate that the participative nature of the design and

impJ.ementation supports what Abramovice ( 1988 ) belíeved and

espoused from his work in long term care.

When the expectations were listed, they ranged from learni-ng

to cope more effectively with the feelings and needs of the
patients / res idents . to better personal coping skills, to improved

com¡nunication and nonverbal awareness of messages, to peace and

quiet frorn the boss who sent the staff, to irnproved awareness and

skills in dealing with the dying and their fanilies (Table 11).

When the course evaluations were completed duríng the last
session, the expectation sheet.s were returned to the staff for a

comparison of the achievernent of their expectations. The overall
rating was that the expectations had been met or exceeded for 83.6%

of those surveyed. This would support the use of the facilitative
modeJ. proposed by Abramovice (1987) in that once the long term care

staff have quieted their anxiety, they are abÌe to transfer these

learnings to giving better and more appropriate care to the
pat ients / res idents .

The explanations as to why and how the expectations had been

met included increased personal sel f -understanding, Iearning from
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the points of view of others (í.e. fro¡o the mix of departments ),
ímproved lisLening skills, awareness of personal ríghts and choices
which herped in decision making with patients/residents and co-
workers, applications at work and ât home, and finally being more

comfortable in giving care to the dying and their families (Table

13). The ability to apply the learnings at horne and at work was

reported by 90,2% as having been possibLe and achieved. This would

seen to support the view that once the personar serf-confidence is
estabrished, the willingness to transfer the learnings outside of
self rises (Table l-4 ) .

There seemed to be a unilateral recommendation that everyone

employed in t,he facility should attend the course (as shown by the
list of departments which were recom¡nended to take the course).
some frustration was indicated because the desired change for the
inclusion of the administration, the physicians, the Unit
coordinators and the department directors, did not occur (Tables

15 - 17).

The teaching rnethods which were rated as being most effective
were: t,he use of the weekly "This is my week,' sheets( where staff
commented on their I earning /appl ication and the instructor made a

com¡nent and returned them the next week) at 93.4% as drawn f ro¡n the

#4 and #5 on the rating scale; small and large group discussions
at 90.7% as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating scale; the use

of behavíor rehearsal at 85.8% as drawn fro¡n the #4 and #5 on the
rating scale; the use of films at 83.6? as drawn from the #4 and

#5 on the rating scale; the use of role plays at 82.5% as drawn
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frorn the #4 and #5 on the rating scale, and the use of the Feeling

Reaction SheeL at 82.59" as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the rating
sca.le ; the use of rnini-]ectures at 81 .4% as drawn from the #4 and

#5 on the rating scale and the use of the self assessment

activities at 78.4% as drawn from the #4 and #5 on the ratj.ng

scale. It would seem that the methods which dealt with interactions
with others (This is my week, discussion groups, behavior

rehearsal. filns, rolê pl.ays, and the Feeling reaction sheet )

received higher ratings than those which were done on an individual
basis (mini-lectures and self assessment activities ) (Tables 19.1-

i_9.8).

The handouts were seen as being usefuÌ reference materiaL and

for sharing with co-workers and fanily memberË (Table 20). The

rating on the instructor was highly poõitive and may have had an

impact on the way that the course material was received by the

class (Table 21,1 . Both of these factors r,rere seen as an important

part of the aduLt education part of t,he course, which assisted the

staff in learning nore about themselves.

The cl.assroom comments ranged from being chilly and

uncomfortable to being hot, stuffy and overcrov¡ded to the other

extreme of being comfortable, bright, cheery, relaxed, the right
síze, and weII equipped. This in reality reflects what the varíous

classes experienced as different rooms were used throughout the

faciJ.ity (Table 22). Adult education principLes which are concerned

with the physical setting and learning environment seemed to have

been a factor in how p.opl" were able to concentrate and
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participate j.n the courne activities. Because of the comments made

by the staff about the room being hot, stuffy and crowded, the

cfassroom was changed as soon as it was possib.le so that the

climate r¡/a s more conducive to positive learning.
The general timing and scheduling of cfasses seems to have

been considered to be satisfactory by those who were surveyed

(Table 23). There was a range of comments on the sense of group

feeling from none to helpful , supportive and positive (Table 24).

Significant, learníngs were identified by those attending the
course and are reflected in the detailed verbati¡n comments in
Appendix K. The comments ranged from increased awareness of
feelings and needs, to improved self-confidence which alLows better
care to be given, to dealings with the terminally iIl are no longer

fearful , to being able to sit and talk with the dying
pat ients / res j.dents which could not have been done before the

course, to learning to live each day to the fullest (Table 28).

The question deaJ.ing ¡r¡ith other comments ranged from the

classes being rnissed, t.o the need for more cou.rses set up in the

same wayr to learning more about self and being better prepared to
cope with the iII, to wishing this type of course had been part of
the original professional training, to being ecstatic about the

experience and prornoting it with co-worke¡s and family members

( TabIe 30).

The final question on t,he Ðemographic sheet which actualìy is
part of the adult education analysis, is found verbatim in
Appendix I-.,. The comments are f ound in brief f or¡n in Table 28 .
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B. Conclusions

The question examined in this study ( i.e.htEÀT Is TEE IMPACT

OF A DEATH EDI]CATION COI]RSE ON NT]RSING AND NON_NT'RSING STAFF IN A

EEALTE CARE SETTING?) has been answe¡ed to some degree by the

respondents on the research instruments. The conclusion are based

on this data. The overal.L conclusions are presented in this order:

1) demographic conclusions, 2) conclusions about death education,

and 3) concl.usions about. the use of adult educatíon as a framework

for the design, implementation and evaluation of educat ion / tra in-
ing courses.

1. Dernographic conclusions

It appeared that the mix of nursing and non-nursing staff from

the cross-section of departments had a beneficial effect in terms

of the learnings which resulted from the exposure to others'
opinions and the sense of group support for similar experiences.

There did not seem to be a noticeable difference in how staff
responded on questions related to age, educational background or

departmental affiliation. There was an overwhelming majority of

female participation in the course, but as was mentioned in the

Sunmary, this was indicative of the reality of the gender

distrj,bution within the facil ity.
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2. Death education conclusions

ft appeared thatl L) there was a difference ( increase or

decrease was not measured) ín overall anxiety level from the pre-
to-post test scores as rneasured either by the use of the paired

"t" scores for related groups; 2) by the use of scores for
each of the fifteen True-False items on the Death Anxiety Scale.

This chanqe requires a caut,ious interpretation holc€Ver, since

there was a two year gap in t.ime betsreen the time of the pre test
to the time of the pogt tes_t. This time interval alone, mav in
fact. have had some influe4ce on the resultinq chansg___¡_n_anÄiet_I

level.

The use of a facilitative rnodel as recommended by Abramovice

(1988) seems to have been an important factor in the ability of the

staff to deal with personal issues related to death and dying

first, and then to be able to examine the professional issues of
caring for the patients / res idents in a long term care facility
where the incidence of death has a more globaL psychosocial impact

than death in an acute care hospital where cure and prolongation

of life are the primary foci. Death education as it was provided

in t,he Patient Relati.ons and Communicat.ions Course seerns to have

been a positive and vaLuabLe experience for those who were surveyed

in this study(i.e. They believe Lhat they can dea.l with the tong

ter¡n care patient / res ident, more effectively and that they are more

comf ort,able in talking about dying with the
patient / res ident /farni I ies who wish t,o do so).
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3. Conclusions about adult education as a procels and framework for
course development and implementation

The implementation of Rogers' (1986) philosophical. frarnework

where the attitudes and assumptions of the instructor were part of
the teaching, the context of the climate and setting for the course

were important in the eyes of those surveyed; the content, i.e. the

mat,erial , sequencing and Learning conditions were considered to be

of prime importance to the instructor in the development of the

cournei the planned activities, along with the sequencing and

handling of interruptions was an ongoing shared responsibility
between the instructor and the class membersi and the evaluation
process used by the instructor and the staff attending provided a

vehicle for the expression of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with
the course on a week by week basís.

Brookfield (1986) be.lieves that voluntary attendance; respect
for each other in class and opportunities to practice new skills;
the vacillating role of leadership from instructor to c.Lass

members; the development, of critical thinking about how and why

events and situations affect each personi and the nurturing of
self-directed adults in the course are the central principles for
ef f ecti.ve and facilitative learning.

There was a continuing fluctuation from teacher centered to
learner centered activities and from content oriented to process

oriented learning in this course. This flow seemed to be what those

surveyed, were reporting and rating as highly positive experiences

ín the course. It would appear that a large number of adult
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educators pLace a high degree of confidence in the principle that
the learner must be involved in the learninq process (Andrews,

Houst,on and Bryant, l-981; Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980; Rogers,

1986; Brookfield, 1988). This vras certainly the situation in the

death education course offered under the title of patient Relations
and Communications course.

C. Recommendations for future study

This study asked the question:

Itlhat is the impact of a death education course on nursing and

non-nursing staff in a health care setting?
Fr:om the research conducted under the Iimitations discussed,

it may be cautiouslv concLuded thatt
1. The specification of the câtegory of staff i.e. full

t,ime, part-time, casual or volunteer status may assist
in identifying trends in the views and experiences of
staff based on thej-r exposure to the care of the

pat ients / residents .

2. The use of a cont,rol group in the same facilj-ty or j_n

another long term care facilíty with a similar
composition of staff according to age, gender,

educational background, would assist in identifying more

precisely just what change in anxiety Leve.l occurred as

a resuLt of participating in the death education instruc-
tíon. ft might be necessary, depending on the circumstan-

ces, to li¡nit the number of variables to be included.
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The use of more sensitive instruments than the Templer

Death Anxiety Scale, or ât the very least, using the DAS

in conjunctíon with t.he Co I let,t-t,ester Scale or with the

Fear of Death Scale (FODS). either of which are more

senÊitive instrunents in measuring the change ì,n anxiet,y

level from pre-to-post test.
The use of nore sensit,ive research instruments would also

allow for a measurement of the change in terms of it
being a positive or a negative one resulting from the

intervention of the death education instruction. This

information could then be used by administrators in long

term care facilities about r,rhat kind of support and

education ¡+ould be offered to assist staff to make the

transition f rorn their acute care training and focus on

the psychosocial model recommended by Abramovice (1988),

Buckíngham (1983), and Mount (1985).

Buckingharn (1983) reported that staff in J.ong term

care facilities r,¡ho received assistance in dealing with
the daily impact of death and dying were better able to
communícate with residents and familíes about feelings,
j-deas and needs. Parry (1989) states that it is evident

that staff working with the dying frequently experience

emotional stress brought on by: 1) multiple deaths in a

brief time period and continuing exposure to the

lingering process of institutional death, 2', the

possibility of stress f,rorn other people's behavior -

4.
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patients, their families, physicians, co-workers, or

social workers, 3) the demands of the care to be gíven.

Future courses being offered in long term care would be

more effective if the instructor and the developer

collaborate on the f oJ.lowing:

a) the principles and background of adult education.

Many participants surveyed suggested that more

courses should be set up in the same way.

Parry quotes Toft and Anderson in suggesting

that staff require support in order to alleviate the

stress t.hat results in burnout and turnover among

health care professionals who continuously care for
dying / institut iona I i zed patienbs. This would seem

to support the type of training and resources which

were a part of the patient ReLâtions and

Communications Course presented in this study.

b) the inclusion of the principles of adul.t education.

The content of this specific death education course

should be offered in acute care settings.
Examples of adult education prínciples which

were included are: input by staff ínto the course

goals; having a rotation of the leadership role from

the instructor to the staff attending, and outlining
t,he evaluation methods to be used at the outset of
the course so that all staff were cLear about the

expectations.
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The patients / res ident,s /fami I ies should be consuLted

concerning their experiences and observations about

any changes in staff behaviors and attitudes.
Perhaps this information could be collected in the

for¡n of a pre/post, test.
The results of this study could be used by

administ,rators in determining whether death

education would be offered withi-n their institution
(i.e. acute care or long t.errn care).

7.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TER"ÙIS

For the purposes of this study t.hese definitions were used.

Acute care settinq - A hospital ¡vhere the focus is on the disease

oriented concerns of the health care team in investigation and

diagnosis, concern with the prolongation of life, and cure by means

of surgery, active medicine and rehabilitation ( Mount, 19g5).

Adult education - refers to the following definition used by

Darkenwald and Merriam (1982). " Adult education is the process

whereby persons whose major social roÌes are characteristics of
aduLt, status undertake systematic and sustained learning activities
for the purposes of bringing about change in knowledge, attitudes,
skilIs or values".

Aqinq research - The study of the interrelating factors that affect
aging - clinical medicine, soc ial /psycho l ogica I and environmental

conditions. Aging research atternpts to distinguish the changes

occurring normally during aging from changes caused by illness,
heredity, or the environment (National fnstitute on Aging, 1996).

Conducive learning environment - Knowles, (1980) characteristics
of a conducive learning environment were used in this study. They

include: the environment is physically comfortable; the learners
accepted as people of worth whose ideas and feelings are to be



respected; relationships are built

there is cooperation in the process

Death anxietv - the anxiety

about or are faced with the

and corpses and their buria.l

trust and

I earning .

L27

helpfulness; and

experienced by people when they think

act of dying, the finality of death,

(Templer, L971-, .

on

of.

êUl¡ educaliAD - Education /training which focuses on Lhe ways and

terminal care to the dyingmeans of offering humane, dignífied,
(Kane, 1982, Buckingham, 1-983).

Demography - The study of a population and those variables bringing

about change in that population. Variables studied in this study

are: age, sex, educational background, classification of position
(e.g. full.-time, part-time, volunteer) ' shift worked, and

departmental affiLiation (National Institute on Aging, 1986).

Dvinq process - refers to the time in a person's life when the

disease ís no longer responsive to the traditional treatment which

is aimed at.cure or the prolongation of life (Van Bommel,1986).

Geriatric medicine - Refers to a specialized branch of general

medj.c ine, founded by Ingnaz L. Nascher, an American physician' in

l-909, when he recognized a similarity between the fields of aging

and pediatrics within the United states.
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Gerontology - The study of aging from the broadest perspective,

.i.e. the clinical and biological aspects of aging, the
psychosocial , economic, and historical conditions ( National

Institute on Aging, l-986 ) .

Hospice care - A concept that refers to enhancing the dying

personr s quality of life by providing physical comfort and symptom

control, thereby easing the expectation of death and the dying

process (Buckingham, 1983). This is the term used in the United

Kingdom,tUnited St,ates, although it is now more common ín Canada.

Hospice philosophv - The philosophy which permeates the way in
v¡hich a mul tidi sc ipl inary staff provide care for the

pat ient,s / resident.s in a long term care facility.

Instruct.or perceptions - The intuitive, mentaf awareness of the

learning environrnent based on the instructor's involvement and

observations of the learning environment (Fox, 1987).

Tnstruct-or I s st-wle - The actions or behaviors denonstrated in the

to facilitate learning (Fox, 1987).teaching environment

IJonq term care - The medical and social care given to individuals
who have severe, chronic impairments (national Institute on Agíng,

1986). Long t,errn care in this study refers to care given in an

institutional setting.
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L,onq term care setting - An institution where the focus is on the

diffuse and global whole-person needs of patients / res idents and

their families ( including the terminally iLl ) where the

psychosocial, financial, spiritual and physical concerns are

embraced (Mount, 1985 ) .

!ql_l:iC!ive_ reg - This term is used in

of care the United Kingdom and the

hospice care. The term hospice care is
in Canada in recent years (Buckingham,

Canada to describe the type

United States describe as

becorning nore commonly used

1983 ) .

Psvchosocial model - The implementation of a model of care ¡,¡hich

incorporates the individual characteristics of the

patients/residents and the social environments experienced within
the long terrn care facility (Abramovice, 1988).

Psvchosocial research on aqinq - The scientific investigation of

individual characteristics (int,ellectual abi.lity, persona.lity,

attitudes, and behaviors ) and social environments ( family

relationships and work situatíons) as they influence the way people

age (Nati-onal Institute on Agíng, 1986).

Self-directed learning

skill s, knowledge,and self
(Brookfield, 198 6 ) .

The attempts of adults to acquire

insight through educational experíences
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Sharinq the learninq process - This involves sharing the thinking
of optíons for learning, evaluation, learning materials and

teaching strategies to be used with the fearners (Knowles, 1980).

Tenpler's Death Anxietv Scale - The scale developed by Templer

(1971-) as a means of assessíng the anxiety _level on experiences

with a wide range of items, covering the act of dying, the finatity
of death, and corpses and their burial. The score on the scale was

set up to be rneasured statistically to determine the degree of
anx iety .
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APPENDTX B

A BRIEF HTSTORY OF DEER LODGE CENTRE

Deer Lodge Centre stands on a site which once was heaviÌy
wooded and was known as a haven for deer, giving them necessary
shelter as they graduatly withdrew from the expanding Red River
settlement. In 1856, a retired lludson Bay Officer, John Rowand,
built his home in this wooded area. Later (1g60), his son-in-law,
the Honorable James Mackây (a minister in the first Manitoba
Legislature), acquired the home and in 1971, teased it as a summer
home to Lieutenant-covernor Adams G. Archibald. Donald A. snith
(who later became Lord strâthcona) acquired the residence in 1g73
and made it a great social centre for the Red River settlement.
A fire destroyed most of the buildings in November 1g92 but several
of the adjacent buildings remained. The Iargest was leased and
later sord to Mr. H.A. chadwick who operated it as a hoter carred
"Deer Lodge", although it was popularly known as ',CHAD'S PLACE".
In 1907, the hoLel was renovated and rebuilt after another fire
had partially destroyed it. A joint vent,ure between chadwick and
Mr. Rode¡ick Mackenzie (son of sir willian Mackenzie) resulted in
the hotel becoming famous for its comfortabre lodging, fine food
and convivial ity.

During World hlar I, Canadians voted for prohibition, and at
the seventh hour of the evening, on May 3L, 1916, every bar room
in Manitoba c.losed its doors . Because of the ,,dry,' order, a number
of hotels were forced out of business and the premises sold for
other purposes. The Deer Lodge Hotel was one of these and on June
29, L976. H.R.H.,the Duke of Connaught (on his farewell visit to
I¡¡estern Canada), officially opened the buílding, acquired by the
Military HospitaJ.s commission, as a convalescent Home for returned
soldiers.

The transition of Deer L,odge from an Inn to a Hospital follows
the pattern of the development of earlier hospitals through t,he
ages. The words "hospital " and ,,hospitatity" both stem f¡om the
Latin "hospes", meaning a host o.r guest.

In 1919, the Departrnent of Soldiers, Civil Re-Estab I i shment
took over the convalescent Hone because of the continued and urgent
need for the hospitalizâtion of disabled veterans returning from
the end of Worl.d War I. The former hotel now was converted to a
veteransr hospitar with a capacity of 75 beds and with the three
storey structure being divided as follows;
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1) Ground floor for the Administration offices, Dining rooms,
Billiard roo¡n and a large rotunda with an open fire place, 2l Lhe
second floor contaíned the patients' wards and nurses' quarters,
and 3) the thírd floor was for patients' wards.

Under the newly established Department of pensions and
National Health. (which was divided ínto: the Department of
National Hea]th and I¡lelfare and the Department of Veterans Affairs)
the first wing of the new hospital was completed in May, 1928,
raising the bed capac j-ty to 150. The first patients moved from the
old building to the new in 1929 and were able to avail themselves
of full medical care with X-ray and Laboratory Services and minor
surgery. Major surgery eras carried out at the [{innipeg ceneral and
the St. Boniface ceneral Hospitals with patients being transferred
to Deer Lodge Hospital when they were well enough to be moved. At
about this same time, the nursing staff ceased living in residence
and since that time all nurses have resided in their own personal
residences.

Another wing was added in 1930, thereby íncreasing the number
of available beds to 250, and an administration wing was added in
J.935. Temporåry two storey wooden annexes were quickJ.y constructed
ln 1940-42 at the rear of the hospital, resulting in another 300
beds being available for the World War If veterans. A fire-
resist,ant wing completed in 1943, provided space for laboratories,
operating rooms for major surgery, a dental servíce and a fever
therapy departrnent. The Departrnent of VeLerans Affairs in 1944
built two identical t,hree-storey units (now call.ed the North and
South Pavi.Lions) which contained 300 acLive treatment beds.

One of the brick pavilions overÌapped the old hotel building
(which was now used as maids quarters), necessitating the movement
of the old structure to the rear of the property. New wards and
new departments were established as the World War II casualties
continued to come in from overseas: Psychiatric, Dermatology,
Urology, Orthopedics, Eye, Ear Nose and Throat, Physíotherapy,
Occupational Therapy and OutPatients. The peak of bed strength was
reached in February, L945 when the bed count was 1025 and the
patients in the hospital nu¡nbered 1100. A new main kitchen and a
powerhouse were built and cornpleted in 1945.

The acquisition of the Childrenrs Home, on the Assiniboine
River in River Heights (two miles away) meant that the veterans
from previous wars who required institutional care were now
accom¡nodated ín this 200 bed annex of Deer Lodge Hospital. The
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hospital served the entire province of Manitoba and most of
northwestern Ontario.

There was a gradual decrease in patient load during the summer
of 1948, which continued through 1949 and until the spring of 1950
when a disastrous flood struck Winnipeg and the Red River Valley.
Men, v/omen and children from threatened hospitals and nursing homes
sought shelter in a safe environment. The Annex on Academy Road
was emptj-ed of veterans to make way for 80 tubercular patients from
the King ceorge Hospital, as well as many of the aged and infírm
from the nursing hornes in the dj.strict. The main service provided
was that of a clearíng house, for a few days, until an evacuation
to another city couJ.d be arranged. After the Flood, conditions
returned to normal and over the next three years. the wards on the
second floor of Deer l,odge Hospital were gradually closed.

Renovations were costly and in L955, alt wooden ward buildings
¡,¡ere razed and const,ruction of an I floor replacement structure
commenced with completion in 1958. The prine objective of the new
structure apart from the replacement aspect. was the enlargement
and i.mprovenent of the active treatment facilitíes of Deer Lodge
Hospítal, since the previous facilities had been crarnped and
outrnoded. The first floor housed the Departments of pathology and
Radiology. with Lab facílities including Biochemistry,
Bacteriology, Haematology, Parasitology, Hístology and the mo.rgue.
The next five floors (2-6 consecutively) contained 300 active
treatment. beds divided into l-0 nursing units. The Service of
Surgery required 166 beds and the remaining 164 beds were assigned
to the Service of Medicine. the seven operating rooms on the 7th
floor, were air conditioned and had humidity controls, and had an
attached post-operative recovery room for six cases. The balance
of the floor contained interns' single and double rooms with bath
facilities and a .Lounge. The 8th floor featured two chapels
(Protestant and catholic). a clinical Theatre with a projection
booth, the medical library, the patients. Library, a nursing
demonstration roon and an ultramodern Biologicat Laboratory where
diagnostic and research studies were conducted. This new Lodge
Building was complete with an auxiliary generaLor which started
automaticaLly within 7 seconds after a power failure, sufficient
to maintain all essential services. In addition to the services
already described, an active recreation departrnent was established
so that ùhe non-medical needs of the patients wou}d be met as well.
The total bed capacity was 700. The new building was opened almost
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a century after John Rowand built his original Deer I-,odge.
As the numbe¡ of veterans requiring institutional câre

declined during t,he 1970's and 1980's, the Department of Veterans
Affairs began to consider the investment they had in veterans
hospitals across Canada. several of the hospitals were closed and
agreements with the different provinces paved the way for other
veterang hospitals to transfer to provi.ncial jurisdiction.
Manitoba's Deer L,odge Hospital was one such transfer on April 1,
1983. The transition from 700 acute care rnilitary hospital beds
to a 277 bed geriatric facility was â traumatic one for the
remaining resident veterans and the staff who had been employed as
acute care staff. Downsizing of the staff and facilities took a
considerable amount of decision making and emotional turmoil for
all involved. The final number of staff required to operate the
277 bed facility (which offered both personaÌ care and long term
care) was approxinately 450 versus the previous number of 700.

The Department of Veterans Affairs prornised to assist with the
renovation and capital construct.ion of new facilities wíth 32
million doLLars over a five year time period. Provision was rnade
for l-55 beds to accommodate veterans requíring institutiona.I ca¡e
in Manitoba. Other hospitals in Manitoba were given the
responsibÍlity of providing acute care for veterans who resided in
their home area, rather than adhering to the previous practice of
travelling to and staying in the Deer L.,odge Hospital in Winnipeg.' The construction and renovation of the facilities for the
geriatric facility began with a ground breaking ceremony in June
1985, and ended with the opening of the new seven storey personal
care tower in June, l-989. The capacity is 413 beds with services
being offered consisting of: personal care beds, Iong term care
beds, assessment and rehabilitation beds, inpati.ent psychogeriatric
assessment beds, a Day HospitaL, and an adult day care centre. The
Department of Diagnostic Services includes: Radiology, Respiratory
Services, and EKG. The Rehabilitation Servj-ces Department includes:
Cornmunication Disorders, Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy.
Other services include iRecreation Services ( including a patient
Iibrary), Health Inforrnation Services, SociaI Services, the Eye,
Earr Nose and Throat CIinic, Pharmacy, the Prosthetics Dept. and
Volunteer Services for the pat ients / res idents and their families.
Also housed within the complex is the Dental Services Department
and the Provincial Audiology Clinic, thereby providing a complete
range of available services. Any surgery requirements are met by
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a transfer of the patients/residents to the crace Hospital or the
Hea-lth sciences centre where they remain untÍr they are well enough
to return to Deer Lodge centre. A non-denominat iona I chapel is open
to the residents and their fanities for worship and the pastoral
care Depârtment is on ca.lL. A werr equipped ribrary is availabre
as a resource on aging and geriatrics to staff withín the facility
as well âs a resource centre to the rest of Manitoba.

Deer Lodge Centre is the centre for geriatric care within the
Province of Manitoba. currently it is used for student placements
and work experience by 38 agenc ies / inst it.ut ions .

A special feature of the ne¡,, tower is the Main Stfeet wâlk
through which alLows people in the neighborhood to walk through
f rom Portage Àvenue to l.,odge street ( to the nort,h of the tower ) ,
making it more of a publicly accessibJ.e and homelike atmosphere for
the pat ients / res idents who live wit,hin the Centre.
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APPENÐTX C

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEATH EDUCATION COURSE

It is important to understand that the death education course

described in this appendix is somewhat different from sa.Ies or

customer service type training which people in other types of

training may experience. The content of this course is geared to

increasing the staff's understanding of the patients / res idents and

their families' problerns, therefore the emphasis is on empathic be-

havior. The aim for the staff is to learn to understand their own

and others' behavior, and have practice dealing with that behavior

in a safe environment (i.e. the cLassroom). In general, the staff

members are not expected to counsel the patients/residents and

their fam.ilies, but they are expected to respond with sensitivity

and helpfulness to whatever the paùients / res ident s want to talk

about, e.g. "No one ever ]istens to me when I talk" or "I want to

know if a lawyer or a priest are ever here on a weekend " or What

if I l,rant to have my ovrn Doctor take care of me here, how can I do

that? " or " No one comes to vÍsit me now that I'm dying" or "

Can't you just come and sit with ne and read Psalm 23 to ne?"

The process of being inst itutiona I i zed can be stressful for

the patients/residents in itself. however institut ional i zation can

often generate other probJ.ems as well, e.g. long waits, inconplete

information. an ímpersonal routine and schedule, endless tests.

The illness/disability of the patients / res ident s is always

difficuLt but the staff can create an atmosphere of concern,

personal attention, and respect that supports the
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patient s / res idents through painful or trying tirnes. The staff are

in a key position to prevent or at least reduce many of the

stresses associated with being institut iona l ized . In spiLe of the
fact. that staff members are often expected to handle a wide variety
of situations with patients / residents and their famílies/visitors,
the background to understand the dynamics of these situations has

not always been provided to the staff, have the staff been made

aware of just how significant their role is in their relations with
the patients.

In a long term care setting it is important that the staff
( nursing and non-nursing ) , look aL their contacts with
patients/visitors with a new vision. Developing a climate of trust
in the Patient Relatíons and Communications cLasses makes it
possible for employees to ask for help, admit they have

difficulties ín communicating, receive suggestions, try them out,
and take supportive criticism. The process of personal change

takes time and therefore the length of the course allows for that
process to begin, gel, and become comfortable. Because the
institutiona 1i zation of geriatric patients / res j.dents often results
in death withín the facility (versus an acute care hospit,al ), it
is very crucial that the staff develop the skills and abilities to
provide sensitive and appropriate care for the pat ients / re sidents

and their fami I ies /vis itors on an ongoing basis. The emphasis in
this series of ten consecuti-ve sessions then, is to assist the
staff to identify their concerns about dealing with the elderly,
the terminally ill and death and rnourning. Until the staff are
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able to identity and deal with their own feelings and reactions to
situations they encounter, they will be unable to respond to those

situations with ernpathy. As vrel.l t,he patients/residents will not

have the opportunity to receive and benefit from the complete

psychosocial model where holistíc ca¡e is afforded to them (i.e.
physical, emotional, psychological,financial, spiritual needs âre

met). In approach, the concept promoted wíthin the framework of

thís ten session course is that of a palliative or hospice

philosophy as much as it is that of a program or an institution.
This does not mean that specific beds ¡nust be identified as

"hospice or palliative" beds. The paramount issue is the concern

for the whole person, with the focus being the patients/residents

symptoms (i.e. physical, emotional, spiritual, psychological,

financial). This is the time for active, compassionate care of the

elderly, particularly the terminally iII/dyíng. The aim is to
irnprove the quality of the remaining tirne. because their disease

or iìlness is no longer responsive to traditional treatment whích

has been intended to cure or prolong life. This philosophical base

for the care required is mul tidisc ipI inary in nature and includes

the patient /.res j-dent , family and community within its scope (Van

Bommel , l-986). The involve¡nent of the family in the actual care of
the patient / res ident can help to alleviate the guilt and sense of
heìplessness felt by the farnily and can gi-ve assistance and comfort

to the patient/resident. Therefore, it is important that the staff
treat the pat ient / res ident and their family as one unit of care,

as an informed farnily is usual ly a less anxious one, and
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conseguently the interactions with the st,af f are Iess stressful
(Buckingham, 1983). Death education training for all staff within
this long term care facility is especíalIy important in that a

number of the patients / re s idents are veterans and they do not have

fa¡nilies/visitors. Who then can provide or participate in the care

of the pat ients / res idents ? This role must be fiIled only by staff
(nursing and non-nursing). If the staff are aware of the needs of

the patients / res idents and are prepared to offer the empathic and

supportive care which enable the patients / res ident s to enjoy their
rernaining life, the helpful environment of the facility can be felt
by staff, patients / residents and their families.

The basic rationale for this course has been drav¡n from

Buckinghan's (1983) quote of Dame Cicely Saunders when she

explained her belief in the kind of philosophy uaed in hospice type

care: " You matter because you are you. You matter to the last
moment of your lífe and we will do all yre can not only to help you

die peacefully, but also to live until you die".
The more that staff become aware that more harm is done to

patients / res idents out of ignorance than any other r,Jay. they will
then realÍze the importance of ending relationships with

patients / res idents as well as beginning relationships. This cyc1e,

therefore, all.ows the staff, patients/residents and their fanilies
to achieve a sense of completeness. The staff's feelings of hurt,
anger, despair. loneliness, sadness, and emptiness can raise a

question of whether it is worth it to become invoLved with people

who will die, yet the understanding of the role that death plays
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as we.l-1 as the role that birth plays in the cycle of Iífe, can

assist the caregivers ( nursing and non-nursing ) to recognize the

import,ance of the care they provide. Once the staff have an

opportunity (by participating in a course such as the patient

Relations and Cornmunications Course ) to experience and practice

ways of dealing with their own feelings and needs, when giving câre

to long term care patients/residents, staff will be j.n a better
position to understand the feelings, ideas and needs of the
pat ients / res idents and their families (Buckingham, 1983, Mount,

1985, Broadfíeld, 1988, Parry, l-989).

The Patient Relations and Comrnunications Course consists of

a series of ten weekly sessions . Each session was composed of two

hours of class time, 1/2 hour of assigned readings, an application
assignment, and a journal type of assignment for the recording of

experiences during t.hat week.

l.
Course goals:

To explore personal feelings about inst,itutional ized

settings and the effects of those feelings on

communication with the long term care patients / residents .

To consider the impact of institutional ization, aging,

illness and death on patient,s /residents and their
famil ies / gignificant others.

To increase personal and professional skills in
cornmunicating with patients /residents , families,
colleagues and friends during the daily care given, as

2.

3.
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well as the specific need.s during the dying proceas.

4. To apply the understandings about ínstitutional ization
and communicatíon with the terrninally ilI, both

personally and professional ly.

Basic assumptions of this education/training

1. Employees want to underst,and the human side of their jobs

in more depth and so will welcome the opportunity to
develop that aspect of their job because it will give

significance to what they do.

2. Staff can learn and develop comrnunicatíon skills and

change their negative attítudes.
3. Staff at every level have insights to offer to each other

4. Personal change can occur, but over a period of tirne,

when rethinking of oid attitudes is allowed and new

behaviors can be tried out in a safe atmosphere.

5. Changes in attitudes and behaviors occur through contact

with other people, and a positive class atmosphere

provides opportunities to share a problem, get help wíth

it, be listened to, and receive helpful criticism.
Assumptions about how people learn:

I¡lhen deciding on the teaching techniques and methodologies to

be used in this course sorne basic assumptions about how people

learn were used as the foundation of those decisions. They are,
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that people Learn:

L. when they decide that they need to learn sornething.

2. from theír own experience.

3. from practice.

4. by watching others and imitating them.

5. when they feeJ. understood by others, and not judged.

Methodol ogy

The training nethods used in this course can be placed on a
continuum from the least to the most cornplex as in the model. below.

While not every method ueed f ít.s exactly, in general the methods

se.lected tend to reguire less trainer skill, lower group support

and a lower sense of risk for the group member on the left side of

the continuum, and the reverse is true as there is movement toward

the right side of the continuum. The earJ.y sessions began with

activities frorn the left side and as the course progressed,

movement toward the right side was increased.



Continuu¡n of training methods

McNeiI, 198 3 )

Warn-up Open-ended Struct,ured
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course (Alaire and

questions role play
Experiential Behavior
exercise rehearsal

i-tl
L,ess < ---------------Trainer skill ------->More
Low < ----- ----------croup support --_____)High
Low <---------------Risk to ¡nembers________________>High

The participants were invorved in serecting the content even
before the first class. A sheet for the recording of individuaL
objectives ¡vas sent to each participant who signed up t,o attend
the classes. During the first class, the overview of the course
was presented and there were a.Iterations made in content and
nethodology to meet the needs expressed by the participants. This
process was reviewed again after the fourth class, the sixth class
and the eighth class. The classes consisted of lectures, mini_ìec_
tures, rore plays, self assessment activities, the use of audio and
vÍdeo tapes , 16 mm films, readings, guest speakers, small and
large group di scuss ions /activitíes . The instructor used a varÍety
of warm-up activities, open ended questioning technigues, experien_
tial exercises, and behavior rehearsals. When the weekty
assignrnents were handed in, the instructor made a personal comment

aboul how each partícipant was progressing and returned the
assignment the foltowing week. The content of the assignments was

confidential. and offered each participant an opportunj.ty for
personal feedback fro¡n the instructor. The rever of trust and

used in the
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respect for each other and themselves developed and increased over

the períod of ten weeks. The partícipants were encouraged to try
new behaviors in their own work settings and to report back during

the next class about their experiences. The degree of success in
practising nev, behaviors increased over the length of the course.

The reports of the successes in dealing with dying patients/resi-
dents and their families became Less stressful and less avoidance

behavior was reported. The responses of the patients/residents and

their fa¡nilies aLso gre$, to be more positive as the staff were less

anxious in their dealings with them.

Content

seasion 1. Introductíon to the course

Participants met each other, reviewed the content of the

course, discussed their own expect,ations of the course and the

instructor. Some preliminary activities began the examination of
personal feelings and attitudes and how these fee I ing s /attitudes
affect relations with pat ients / res idents and others in a long terrn

care set.ting.

Session 2. Looking at Ourselves

Discussions about personal feelings and reactions to varj-ous

institutíonaI type situations were a major focus in this session.

The impact of these attitudes on communications with oLhers was

demonstrated in role play skits and the resulting behavior was

analyzed/discussed. Class members were asked to identify their own
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feelings when dealing with people in their own departmental
situatíone. and to díscuss how they handled those situations,

Session 3. Iropact of fnstitutional ization
and Illness on patients /Residents and their Families

The Ínstitution with schedules, routines, atmosphere and rules
can be as strange to the pat ients , res ident,s and their famiries as

it is famil.iar to the staff. The impact which the fa¡niriar and

sometimes frì-ghtening world of an instítution has on the patient/
resident and family is discussed and assesged from a personar
perspective. Thís underst,anding forms the basis for the ba.lance of
the course, and how they as individual staff members are
responsible for their own feelings, how their behavior reflects
those feeIings, particularly in the long term care facility, when

their original training prepared them to function in an acute care
setting.

Session 4. Nonverbal Connunication: Listening
This session i.s the beginning of 5 sessions on communication

ski]ls. with each one building on the previous one. This sessj-on

exanines the use of basic nonverbal ways of sending messages to
others: appearance, tone of voice, eye contact, posture, facial
expression, gest.ures, distance and touch. The section on listening
skills presents ways to focus on the other person's message.

Opportunities to practice each skiII provide the basis for
discussions and for cornpletion of the assignrnent. The difference
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between empathy and sympathy is explored in this class and class
rne¡nbers tend to have difficulty understanding the difference and

how an ernpathic response can favorably influence their
interactions. The burk of crass time in this session is on the
practice of good listening and the giving of empathic responses.

Session 5. Listening
(Getting and Giving Information )

The discussion of listening and the role played by empathy
and paraphrasing J.ead to a considerable number of practice
exercises. The skills involved in the getting and giving of
information focused on how the pat ient /res ident experiences
frustration and inaction by staff, when only partial informat.ion
is available. prâctice opportunities were provided i.n reassuring
patients / res ident s and in ways of offering them choices whenever
possible. Discussions centered on ways of involving the
fani I ies,z s ignificant others in the care of the pat ients / res idents ,

as a means of providing comfort to both the patients / res idents and

the fami L ies / s ignificant others.

Sesaion 6. Calming Eogtile people

Dealing with explosive situations, when patients/residents,
fami-lies, visitors or staff are taking out their anger on others
can be extremely difficult. This session provides some theory as

wel'l as practice exercises for dearing with such situations. staff
members see¡ned to find this sessíon somewhat theoretical and at
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times, threatening, since they are asked t,o identify situations
when they have been hostile and/or angry with others. This

requires self-dísclosure and usually it takes more than one session

to explore the staff's experiences and for them to be ready to
discuss these situations in cLass. Dyads and smal I group

discussions (groups of 2-3) seem to be a safe way for staff to

divulge their experiences and to practice different ways of

handling those situations. The behavior rehearsaL technique seemed

to be an important vehicle in improving skills in dealing with

hosti.I e and angry people.

Seasion 7. Assertiveness

Situatíons arise when staff must enforce regulations or j.nsist

upon a particu.lar procedure even when they meet with resistance

from patients / res idents , families, visitors. Different ways of

dealing with the conflicts (passively, aggressively or assertively)
and practice with being assertive j.n situatíons from participants'

experiences ís the rnajor part of this session. A number of

situations raised for discussion in this class center on the staff
members' home situations with spouse and fanily members. Once these

have been safely practiced more work relâted situation tend to
surface for discussion and practice. This session serves to

integrate all. of the skills from the previous sessions and

generally tends to be rated as hi-ghly effective and valuable by

those attending.
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Sesaion 8. Terminal. Illness

Personal Perspective

The personal perspective on terrninal íllness and the staff's
experiences in their own lives with dying people, is the emphasis

ín this c.Iass. The discussíons revolve around how the staff would

like to deal wíth situations differently should they occur again.

The role of good communication skills and the need for
understanding the role that staff play in dealing with death was

the focus j.n this session. The discussions centered on the impor-

tance of ending relationships helpfully and empathically. Eeelings

and emotions generally ran high in thi-s session and class nembers

were very fatigued at the end of this session. They have even

reported the followíng week that they may not have slept welt that
night. and that dÍscussions with family nembers had ¡evealed the

need to discuss issues related to the death of parents, family
members, children's guardianship, the need to make a wilI,
j-nsurance coverage, the Location of important papers, and funeral

arrangements. Hof,rever, once these issues have been resolved for
themselves, t.hey have even gone so far as to broach this formerly

unmentionable topic with their own parents. The responses of
parents in sone caseE nurprised them r.rith a range fron "Thank

goodness you raised this, we didn't know how to approach YOU" to

"We ¡ríLl discuss this ourselves when we are ready". In any event,

the staff members felt better for having raised the topic. Àt times

the staff have reported (after the completion of the course) that
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these issues have been resoLved wíth their parents and that there
is ress fear about what wilÌ happen when death occurs. That is not
to say that the feelíngs of loss and sadness will be less, but t,hat
the.knowledge of what the wishes are for the final ârrangements

are, will help.

Session 9. Terminal Il lness

Profegsional Perspective
The particular needs of the dying patient/resident and their

families is emphasized here. The application of personal feelings
and experiences is used as a basís for improving the staff
understanding of the patient and resídent need.s. The specific âreas
which may be requested of the staff in caring for the dying are
discussed in detair. opportunities to review professional
experiences in the long term care setting are provided in this
session. The discussions of the previous eight cÌasses are a

valuable source of support in this session as people discuss quite
openry their fears, anxieties and desires to make things better for
the dying patients /res idents . rt is not unusual for frustration and

anger to be expressed, at not being able t.o make some of the
changee they believe would be of benefit to the pat ients / res idents
when they are dying. part of the summary of these sessions

therefore, is to prepare a list of the desired changes within the
long term care setting. This Iist becomes part of the Course

evaluation surnmary which is then forwarded to the adminisùration
of the facilíty following complet,ion of the course.
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Session 10. Summary and Course Evaluation

The themes of the course are tied together in thís session by

using the fil¡n " Cause Lhe Effect: Affect the Cause" . Discussions

of how the key roles in the film display the various parts of the

course are discussed in small and large groups. Evaluations of the

course are conducted verbally and in writing. Personal gains from

the course are discussed and occupy the bulk of the time in this
class. The use of a post trainíng feedback form is discussed and

explained in this session. The staff are asked to identify their
own learning and their ability to appty the content from the course

on the job. One ¡nonth after the course has been completed. they

receive a copy of the post training feedback form. They are to
complete part of it themselves, and then discuss the changes they

believe they have demonst,rated wíth their supervisor. The

supervisor is asked to coruttent on what they have observed, make

comments and return the completed form to the instructor. It is on

the basis of some of the observed changes, that policies within the

facility have been made, thereby increasing the staff's sense of

control and perceived importance of their role in providing care

to the patients / re s idents in a long t,erm care facility. A sample

of the post-training feedback form is incLuded at the end of this
aPpendix.

À date for the Executive Director of the facility to award

Certificates for participation and completion of the course is
announced. Family/friends are invited to attend this certificate
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ceremony since they have often observed,/ exper ienced changes in

the behavior of the per€ton attending the course. Positive comments

are made by family members about the changes they have observed,

and at times some have asked if they could attend the course

themselves. A sample certificate is included at the end of this

Appendix D. íii.



Post Training Feedback Form

Note: to be sent out and completed one month

of the last session of the Patient Relations and

Course.

752

after the date

Commun i cat ion s

Name of supervisor

Name of staff attending the course e.q. Jane Doe

Dates claesês were attended e.(¡. SeÞtember 3-November 19. 1989

Department e.q. Health fnformation Services

Non t,hat you have had a chance to apply what you learned in the
Patient Relations and Comrnunications Course, how is it going? your
opinion is valued. After you have completed the forn, please
discuss it v¿ith your immediate supervisor, and then forward it with
the supervisor's comments to! LiIa L,arson, Education Services
Department. Thanks for helping to indicate what happens ¡{hen you
use the education,/t,raining on the job.

1. I've done these things that I feel good about:

And this is what happened to make me fee.ì glad that I
used t,he new skil I ¡

Irve done t.hese things that I r+ish f hadn,t:

4. This is what happened to make me feel the new behaviors
didnrt work out very wellt

5. ff f were to get the training now, I would also like to
learn how to:

2,

3.

Supervisor's comments:



APPENDIX D.i
TEMPI,ER'S DEATE ANXIETY SCALE

(NOTE: This was given as a pre-test and as a post-test)
P.Iease circle T (for true) or F (for false) for each stâtement as

it applies to you now.

1. I am very ¡nuch afraid to die. T F

2, The t.hought, of deat.h seldon enters my mind. T F

3. It doesnrt make me nervous when people

talk about death. T F

4, I dread to think about having to have an operation. T F

5. I am not at all afraid to die. T F

6, I am not particularly afraid of getting cancer. T F

7, The thought of death never bothers me. T F

8. I am often distressed by the way time flíes
so very rapidly. T F

9. I fear dying a painful death. T F

10. The subject of life after death troubles me greatly. T F

11. I am really scared of having a heart attack. T F

12. f often think about how short life really is. T F

13. I shudder when I hear people talking about a

ülorl.d War If I. T F

The sight of a dead body is horrifying to me. T F

I feel that the future holds nothing for me to fear. T F

14,

15.
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APPDNDIX D. ii
DEÞIOGRAPEIC SEEET

1. Age 

--

2. Sex _ Female _Male
3. Education (please check the appJ.icable ones)

high school or c. E. D.

trade school or diploma

nursing training
(PIease specify R.N.. L,.P.N., Aide, orderly)

University degree

Graduate degree

4, Shift most often worked

_ days eveníngs nights

5. Category of work: fuLl time part-time _ volunteer

6. Department (please specify )

7, What was the rnost significant learning for you?

8. What has been your contact with dying patients since you

completed the course?

a) frequency? b) relationship?

c ) contacts with others who were dying?
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ÀPPENDIX D. iii
COI'RSE EVAIJUATION

Please complete these evaluations as honestly as you can. If
there is a question which you do not want to complete, leave it
blank. The responses will remain confidential. A summary of the
responses from each series of ten sessions wilL be compiled and you

will receive a copy of the responses from your or{n group.

1. During this course, the following topics $¡ete presented. How

helpful was each topic to you? pLease answer by circling the
appropriate number. If you were not presênt for that session,
cross out that topíc.
a) fntroductory Session

L2345
\_\_\

Not, helpful Somewhat heJ.pful Very heìpful
b) Looking ãt ourselves ( Attitude cycle, feelings)

c) Understanding the Impact of I nst itut ional i zation
1234

d) Nonverbal Cornmunicat.ion

12
\\

3
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e) Listening, cetting and civing Information

L234

f) CalmÍng Hostile People

L2

g) Assertiveness

t2
\\

h) Terninal Illness - Persona.l Perspective

1234

i) Terminal I.llness - Professional Perspective

1.234

j ) Summary and Course Evaluation

123
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L57

How effective were the following teaching methods? please

rate them on a scafe of 1 (least effective) to 5 (the most

effective ) .

If you rr¡ere not present for a method, cross it out.

Least Most

Use of Films 12 3 4 5

Role plays I 2 3 4 5

Behavior rehearsals I 2 3 4 5

Mini-lecturesL2345
Group díscussions (small and large) L 2 3 4 5

Feeling Reaction Sheet I Z 3 4 5

Self assessment activities I 2 3 4 5

This is my Week sheets L 2 3 4 5

What did you hope to get out of thís course?

How well did this course meet your expectations!
whv?

How ¡nuch of the material covered in the course have you

been able to apply on the job?

3.

4 a.

4 b.

5 a.

3)1

Very I itt 1e ConsiderabLe

b. Please name some specific ways in which you have been able
to apply this course to your job.
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6 a. Would you recom¡nend this course to others?

Yes No

whv?

b. Who would benefit most from this course? (please check as

many as you need )

Day Hospita I Dietary_ HIS_
HousekeepinS_ Lab_ Nursing_
Occ. Therapy Phy s iotherapy
Radiology_Recreatíon_ Respiratory

Social Services Volunteers

others (please specify )

7. Please comment on each of the following:
a. Handouts:

b. Instructor:
c. Classroom:

d. tength and schedule of course:

e. croup fee l ing :

8. 9lhat other topics would you like to see incLuded in this
course?

9, What changes would you make in the course?

10. Other comments regarding the courses

NOTE: Determining the impact of such a course on the staff is
a difficult question to answer, yet one which is important if the

facility is to be convinced that death education instruction is
worth offering and that it produces result. the strongest
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evaluation of such a course, of course, is to ask those attending,

how and when did they apply the principles on the job. The best way

to evaluate their appJ.ication is to ask bhem, verbally and in
wríting during the last session. The premise is that their
perceptions of themsel.ves can be trusted.

One measure of determining the changes in behavior, is to make

use of the post training feedback form discussed earlier in
Appendix C. In this way, the staff members and thei-r supervisors

are clear as to what skills are being applied and what the results
are observed to be.
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ÀPPENDIX E

PERMTSSION TO CONDT'CT THE STUDY AT DEER LODGE CENTRE

1425 WellingLon Crescent
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3N OB2
October l-7, 1988

Mr. Roy Brown
Executive Director
Deer L,odge Centre
210 9 Portage Avenue
hlinnipeg, Manitobâ
R3J OL3

Dear Mr. Brown,

Rel Permíssion to Conduct â Studv at Deer Lodqe Centre
As a Masters' student for a degree in Adult Education at the
universíty of Manit,oba, r am conducting research in the area
of long term care and death education which has been developed
according to adult education principles, SpecificalJ.y, I hope

to assess the effect of the patient Relations Course on a

mul t idisc ipl inary mix of staff and any changes in their death
anxiety Ievels as measured on a pre,/post test. Attached please
find a brief proposal which includes a fu¡ther explanatj-on of
the study. The purpose of this ]etter is t.o request access to
the facility for the selection of subjects.

The study is being supervised by Dr. Deo poonwassj_e,

Dept' of Educational Ad¡ninistration and Foundations (chairper-
son), Dr. Ha1 May, Dept. of EducaÈional Admj-nistration and
Foundations, and Dr. Janet Beaton. School of Nursíng, Faculty
of Educatíon, UniversiÈy of Manitoba and Dr. David Muï¡ay.
Clinical Director, Deer lJodge Cent.re. Ethical approval for
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this study will be sought from the Ethics Review Comnittee,

Graduate Studies, and evidence of approval by the committee

will be supplied to Deer Lodge Centre, fE. there is an

internal ethics review procedure for the Centre, I will be

happy to meet the requirements.

The tine requirements for this study are outlined in the

attached proposal but should not exceed twenty minutes per

participant. The data collection phase should be completed

within one month. A final report of the results will be

submitted to Deer L,odge Centre. A copy of the investigator's
thesis will be provided Lo the institution if desired.

I am requesting that you review the proposal and

circulate ít to the appropriate personnel. If you have any

questions about the proposal, I would be pìeased to meet with

you or with any internal review co¡nmittee at your convenience

but as soon as possible. I anticipate hearíng f rorn you.

Sincerely, -

L,i1a M. Larson



5:i,:e
LETTE R GRANTTNG ACCESS TO DEER LODGE CENTRE

zé3
2109 Portage Avenue . Winnip€g o Mânitoba,. R3J OL3 c Telephone (204) B3?.130f

Decenber 15, 198 9

Mrs. Li 1a Larson
1425 We l l ington Crescent
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3N OB2

Dear Mrs. Larson:

I have iead your thesis proposal with great interest.

I an pleased to advise that you have approval
the necessary data utilizing Deer Lodgã^ Centre
conduct an evaluation test on Centre itaff who
the death education course,

to proceed to collect
records and to
participated in

Yours sincere ly,

R, S. BroÞrn
Executive Director
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ÀPPENDTX G

LETTER AND CONSENT FORM SENT TO POTENTIAT SUBJECTS

Education Services
Deer Lodge Centre
210 9 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3J 0L3
December 1, 1989

Dear Staff Member,
Às a student in Adult Education at the University of Manitoba
f have the pleasure of ínviting you to particípate in a study
for a Master's thesis.
You are invited to take part in a study to identify t.he effect
of a death education course which was developed and offered
to a rníx of nursing and non-nursing staff at Deer Lodge
Centre. You were picked at random from a number of staff who
have cornpleted the Patient Relatíons Course at Deer Lodge.
Your participation is soleIy on a voluntary basis. This study
will provide infor¡nation on the effect that a death educatíon
course has on staff and may provide information on the value
of providing such courses in the future âs a way of irnproving
the care given to geriatric residents. Your supervisor( s) wiIl
not be inforrned as to v¡ho participated in the study and who
did not. If you do decide to participate in the study, you
will be free to discontinue at any time without prejudice. A
¡naximum time of twenty minutes will be all that is required
to compJ.ete the f orrns.

Your part in this study would involve giving consent to
participate by returning the attached consent form to the
researcher. You would then receive the following forms for
compLetion:

1) Post-Test of the Death Anxiety Scale
2 ) Demographic sheet of information on your background

(age, sex, education, effect of the course on you)
your name will not âppear on any of the forms. To further
facilitate anonymityr an enveìope. pre-addressed to the
researcher, will be provided with the forms. Any information
obtained will be considered confidential. Data wilL be kept
in a Iocked drawer during the st,udy and upon completion of the
study will be destroyed.
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If you have any questions or concerns please contact me

at 831-2101 (business) or 489-4923 (residence). The final
results of the study will be forwarded to the administration
of Deer Lodge Centre. A summary of the compìeted study will
also be made available to you upon request.

Your completion of the attached forrn indicates that you
have read the above information and have decided to par-
tícipate in this study. By agreeing to participate ín this
study you are consenting to give the investigator permission
to consult and use your comments from the Course Evaluation
contained on your training file in the Education Services
Department, Deer L,odge Center.I understand how busy your
schedule is, however, your cooperation in this research effort
nay help to provide informati-on for irnproving staff develop-
ment programs. I offer my thanks in making time to consider
your participation in this study.



1.
.,

I consent to

I would I ike

f iles.

I would I ike

CONSENT FORM

participate in this

bo receive a copy of

to receive a copy of

166

study. Yes_ No_

this letter for ny own

Yes_ No_

the completed study.3.

Yes_ No

Nane

Date:

Date:

/89

/89

of participant

Signature of participant

signature of investigator

Li la M. Larson

NOTE3 UPON RETURN OF THIS L,ETTER, THOSE I¡IHO ARE PARTICIPATïNG

rN THE STT]DY WILI RECEIVE COPIES OF THE DEATH ANXIETY SCAIJE

POST-TEST AND THE DEMOGRAPHIC SHEET IMMEDIATEI.,Y.

PLEASE RETURN TO:
I,II,A M. LARSON

1425 WELLTNGTON CRESCENT

hIINNIPEG, MB

R3N OB2
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ÀPPENDIX E
VALUES FOR CALCULATING "2" SCORES

(on the Templarrs Death Anxiety Scale)

Item Npre Xpre Ppre Npost Xpost Ppost " z " score

1".

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

i-0

47

65

'))

L2

48

37

T2

37

87

8?

87

87

87

86

87

85

86

88 34

89 30

88 61

89 43

89 23

89 23

88 06

89 50

89 7t

89 4L

89 2r

89 63

88 38

88 22

89 L9

34 / 88=
0.386
30,289=
0.337
61/88=
0.483
43 / 89=
0.483
23 / 89=
0.258
23 / 89=
0.258
06/88=
0.067
50/89=
0.562
7L/89=
0.798
4I / 89=
0 .461
21. / 89=
0,236
63 / 89=
0.708
38 /88=
0,427
22 / 88=
0.250
t9/89=
0.213

LB / 83=
0.277
40/87=
0.460
68/87=
0.78L
35,283=
0 .422
23 / 89=
0.264
32/87=
0.368
10/87=
0.1r-5
47 /87=
0.540
65/87=
0,7 47
22/87=
0.253
L2/87=
0.138
48 / 86=
0.907
37 /87=
0 ,425
12 / 85=
0.14r-
37 /86=
0.430

2.40 ø
1.685Á
1.347 o
0.808 o
0.0e2 0
1 .5ee o
1.125 o
0.2e8 0
0.820 o
2.e30 E
1.6s1a
2.785 E
0.027 o
1.so7lil
3.067 l:ll

83

87

87

83

87

87

18

40

68

35

23

5¿

L0.

11.

72.

L3.

]-4.

15.

code: FP<.05, z=r.96 An,.t, z=t.67!
9No statistical significance



APPENDIX I

CAI,CUI,ATION OF TEE "t" SCORE

Assuming that:

l-. N = 9J- responses

2.; = {"t

N

D = 1.066

-[ 591/9r - (1.066)2

7--;:;;;------
S= 2.315



4. T or "z" score

2.315

d;;---
= 1.066

2.315

9.539

= 1.066

.243

E = 4.387

Because the 't" score value of. 4,387 is larqer than p(.05, z

= 1.96, the

D
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ÀPPENDIX J

OTEER COÞIMENTS

( COT'RSE EVALUATION, QUESTTON 10)

TheBe conments are drawn verbatim from the ïesponses of the
staff,/vol unteers who participated in this study. They are in
random order.

1. frll miss the classes I enjoyed each week.

2, The library reference materiar was inconvenient to access,
and we couldn't get copies because there was no Xerox

available.
3. I would like to attend more courses set up in the same way.

4, It v¿as an enjoyable and informative couïse.
5. we have a better understanding of ourselves and why we handred

some past evenLs badly.

6. Great course, (f haventt been this ent,hused about anything
since sliced bread) .

7. r have been talking about this course with co-workers so much

that they have thanked me for sharing it v¿ith the¡n and are
trying to get onto a waiting list to take ít thernselves.
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APPENDTX K

SIGNIFICANT I,EARNINGS FROM TEE COURSE

( Demographic sheet, question 7)

These comments were drawn verbatim from the responses of the
nursing and non-nursing staff who participated in this study. They
are in random order.

1-. I learned more about other people's f ee.lings.

2, A positive attitude is the key to self-awareness and to help
me deal with the various tasks before me everyday.

3. f am better prepared to communicate and express myself

4. My self-confidence has been built up by learning how to
communicate and understand myself and others.

5. I learned new communication skills r.¡híle receiving reassurance
that I could use them with my nursing experiences.

6. I learned to know myseìf and gaíned a new approach to
listening to others.

7. I increased rny sensitivity to the residents and what they
might be experiencing ernotionally e.g. needs, losses, etc.

8. I have improved my awareness of my own strengths and
weaknesses. HopefuIJ.y the course has increased my ability to
respond to rather than react to residents and co-workers.

9, I learned the value of being a willing and good listener, hand
holding, sílence.

L0. f had a chance to think about death as one of the natural
things in life.

11. How to deal with the terminatly iJ.I.

12. Understanding enpathy and how to practice it when dealing with
geriatric residents.

13. That I was not the only one who could get anxious about death
and dying, lots do.

74. That r an very scared of dying a painfuJ. death, I hope that
¡,¿hen I leave this r,¿orld I }eave f ast and peacef ul Iy.

15. I feel more conpassionate towards people with illness.
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L6. A renewal of enthusiasm for residents' concerns which get lost
in the day-to-day routine.

17. The course helped me to deal with my own fears of death.

L8. That I dread pain more than death itself.

l-9. Communication skiLls wíth others such as the dying patient
and family members are irnportant and that death could be
somelhing which should be discussed openly.

20. I learned how important it is to allow other people to express
their fears and concerns about dying without imposing my own
opinion.

27. The importance of J.istening and allowing others the
opportunity to speak out.

22. Coming to terms with my own feelings about death and dying.

23. The importance of a death review to help me grieve with ny
co-¡.¡orkers.

24, The importance of preparing the patient and nyself for
impendi-ng death and communicatíng with families during the
grieving process.

25. Dealing with co-workers who are also grieving.

26, Facing up to one's own mortality.

27. Understanding my own fosses and dealing with them in a more
appropriate way.

28. Dealing with and caring for the dying patient and
understanding the famí1íes needs better.

29. Making sure that ny appropriate personal papers are ready e.g.
wills, funeraL arrangements.

30. I learned how to talk with rny own faniJ.y about my death.

31. There are other losses ín Iife besides death.

32. Knowing myself and coming to terms with my own death and the
deaths of my famiJ.y members has been helpful .

33. I have a greater understanding of the effect of my culture on
death .

34. That everyone goes through some forn of grieving.
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35. I have a better understanding of my own ideas and thoughts
âbout death.

36. I know how to better deal with others facing death both at
vrork and persona.l.ly.

37. I have a greater understanding of connunication methods and
skills and how to apply them at work and in my personal life.

38. I have more se I f -understanding and my insight has grown and
developed.

39. I understand death more and relate better to the situation
when it happens. I have done things I learned from the course
and still have patients' families cal.ling in or dropping in
just to say Hi.

40, I valued the tine to talk about death without people thinking
I was morbid.

47. f examined myself and learned more about what I think and
feel .

42, I learned how to Iive each day to the fullest, to enjoy
everyone I come in contact with, either at home or at work,
and to come to terns ¡,¡íth ny past 1ífe experíences and
feelings in order to continue on with my life, reaching
one small goal at a time.

43, I feel that I have Learned valuable insight into how nentally
or physical ly disabled people must feeÌ , and how to be a part
of a team to help them focus on their "unwounded" parts.

44, I feel that my bel ief in God has been strengthened
tremendously and the fears that f used to have seen to have
vanished.

45. f nor., put myself in the other person's place
( patients / fr iends ) and value them for who they are, not who
they would be or who they were in the past. I have learned
what "unconditional love" really means.

46, I think the course has made me take a second look at how to
really live (enjoy the life I have now) and help others desire
to live and not fear death.

47. My most significant learning has been that I am prepared to
die at any time knowing that I have done my best to help my
fellow hurnan beings each day and that by ny helping them, they
have helped me.
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ÀPPENDIX I,
EXPERIENCES WITE DEATE SINCE THE COURSE ENDED

(Demographic sheet, question I )

The comments in this appendix have been drawn from those made by
the nursing and non-nursing staff who cornpleted the course and
agreed. to þarticipate in this study. The comrnents are in random
oider as they were recorded from the demographic sheet, question 8.

1. Many pat ients / res idents vrant to talk about how they feel
conõeining death. I now feel completely comfortable
discussing their fears, concerns and beliefs with then, and
Ee¡)¿ have remarked on how relíeved they feel Lo have someone
to talk to about this subject, without feeling morbid or
afraid.

2. I was asked to look after a friend and co-worker who went in
for a routine uLcer operation and found out he had cancer.
I became aware of how easily he tired. I can relate better
to this person because of this course.

3. Thís course reassured me that what I had done for my husband
¡+hen he had termina.l cancer was OK. I did the best I couLd
and I knew I could not have done any rnore.

4, I would find it easíer to say how I feel if someone close to
me died right now.

5. When my grandmother was dying I was able to sit and hold her
hand and I was able to tell her not to be scared and to think
of it as a deep peaceful sleep with no pain.

6. I find it easier to talk about dyíng than I did in the past.

?. I have taken care of two dying people who were very close to
me. I could not have done this before the course.

8. I know when rny turn cornes f'd like to have a priest and my
family at my bedside.

9. I have been around white my two brothers. one sister and both
parents died. They were prepared mentally and physical.ly
b""^use my father always taught us to prePare ourselves to die
as if it would be tomorrow and then to live joyfully as if we
would never die. I found this course to be excell'ent.

10. I have been able to reach out to people in a more rneaningful
way when they needed comfort.

11. I learned a lot about nyself in this course.
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1.7 5

Just recently Irve been involved with a death and settling an
estate which makes me avJâre of how irnportant a will can be.

It is too bad that the patient who wants to die is not allowed
to when he's found with no pulse and is revíved to live as a
living corpse. There is no dignity for them.

I am more assertive now and more confident in beíng able to
come out and say how I feel about the patients' care.

My sister (35) recently died and even though I can help dyíng
patients I still grieve more when it's a member of my own
fami Iy .

My feeJ.ings about death and dying are very different than
before t,he course. ft is not sad for me to see a patient die
when he is ready but the Loss of his friendship is hard for
me to take .

I have found that the classes, discussions with othersl
opinions have been helpful and very noving and helped me to
think about a very sensitíve ârea rnore easily.

13.

14.

15.

L7.

16.

18. Coming to terms with my own death has made me very
appreciatíve of I ife.

t9. Si.nce the course finished I have asked my children how they
feel about death. My youngest told me she was afraid to die.
My husband and I never talked about death before, but we
intend to discuss it more wit.h our children. I also found it
helpful to get in touch with rny own fee.lings about death and
dying.


